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PREFACE 
Older statistics and record values appear in many statistical 
applications and are widely used in statistical modeling and 
inference. Both models have an immense role in characterization 
piobJems. Characterization results are those which shed light on 
modeling consequences of certain distributional assumption and 
those which have potential for development of hypothesis testing for 
model assumptions. 
In particular, ordinary order statistics and record values are 
contained in the model of generalized order statistics, which can be 
viewed as a parametrical generalization. The usefulness of 
generalized order statistics as a unified becomes evident on 
distribution theory. The concept of generalized order statistics 
provides a large class of model with many interesting and useful 
properties for both the description and analysis of practical 
problems. The proposed concept of generalized order statistics 
enables a unified approach to the cited structural similarities and 
analogous. 
The subject matter of the dissertation has been arranged in four 
chapters. Chapter one is of an introductory nature and discusses the 
concept of order statistics, record values and generalized order 
statistics. Some basic results needed in the subsequent chapters are 
also discussed. 
Chapter two presents the characterization of some specific 
distributions through linear regression of order statistics, record 
values and generalized order statistics for single order gap. 
In the first section of chapter three, characterizations of 
distributions through order statistics by means of conditional 
expectations for double order gap are discussed. Proceeding from 
characterization of distribution by sequences of conditional 
expectations, the second sections deals with characterization of 
distribution through linear regiession for higher order gap of all the 
above-discussed models. 
In the last chapter, characterization of distributions by 
conditioning on a pair of order statistics is discussed. 
References of the books/journals consulted throughout the task are given in 
the last. 
CHAPTER - I 
PRELIMINARIES 
1. Order Statistics: If the random variables Xi, X2, ..., X,, are 
arranged in ascending order of magnitude. 
X\ .11 < X2:n ••• < X r . , i < . . . <X,i:n 
Then A", „ ( or Xy,) ) is called the r' order statistic. The two terms 
X\:„ - mill (X\,X2,...,Xn) and X„.„ = max (X],X2,...,Xn ) a re c a l l e d 
extremes. 
The subject of order statistics deals with the properties and 
applications of these ordered random variables and of functions 
involving them (David, 1981). It is different from the rank order 
statistics in which the order of the value of observation rather than 
its magnitude is considered-
It plays an important role both in model building and in 
statistical inference. For example, extreme (largest, smallest) values 
are important in oceanography (waves and tides), material strength 
(strength of a chain depends upon the weakest link) and meteorology 
(extremes of temperature, pressure etc.) 
2. Distribution of Order Statistics: Let Xi. X2, ..., X,, be a random 
sample of size n from a continuous probability distribution function 
(pdf) fix) and distribution function (c//) F{x). Then the pdf of X,-.,, 
(1 < r <n), the r' order statistic is given by 
frA-^)^Cr.n[Fix)]''-^[\-F(x)f 'fix) (-co<x<cr.) 
— (2.1) 
/?! 
where, Crn- T "" ^---^ 
and (//is 
= J:i"\nx)i[\-Fix)T-' - (2.3) 
/ 
or 
F(.v) 
Fr.n{x)^Cr:n \ t''~\l-tf-''dt — (2.4) 
0 
where (2.4) is an incomplete beta function. For continuous X, (2.1) can be 
obtained from (2.4) by differentiating w.r.tx. 
In particular F,.„(x) = l - ( l - f (x))" — (2.5) 
and F„.„ (.V) = (F(x)f — (2.6) 
The joint/;c//of X,.-,j and X^.„ (1 < r < s <n) is given by 
fr.s:ni^O'^ = C,.,,:n[F{x)]''~^[F(y)-F{x)V~'--\\-F{y)]"-'f{x)f(x) 
- 00 < X < y < 00 — (2 .7) 
where 
•'•" ( / - - l ) ! (^-r - l ) ! ( /7- i ) ! B{r,s-r,n-s + \) 
3. Record Values (Kamps 1995): Let {X,},e^ be a sequence of iid random 
variables with a continuous df F. The random variables 
L(l) = l. 
and L{n ^ \) = mm[ j \ j> Un),X j>Xi(^,^)], ne N 
are called record times and the record value sequence {/?„} is then defined 
4. Distribution of Record Values: Based on an lid sequence of r.v/s {X,} , ( N 
with an absolutely continuous distribution function F(x) and density function f(x) 
we obtain the joint density of the first r record values Xi ,i), XL(2), —, Xur) 
The marginal densities 
, ,_[-log{l-FU)}j '"Vu-) 
and the marginal distribution function 
''^.(,)W = i -n-Fu)]S '-^[-log{l-FU-)}J^ 
7=0 •^ • 
5. Generalized Order Statistics (Kamps, 1995): Let Xi, X2, ... be a sequence of 
independent and identically distributed {iid) random variables (rv) with absolutely 
continuous dfF{x) and pdffix). 
Let, n e N, n > 2, k > 0, 
-1 "~^ 
m = (mi,m2,...,m„_i)e /?" ,Mr = X'"y ' 
Yy =k + n-r + M,.>0 for all re {l,2,...,;i-1). The joint density function of the 
first r generalized order statistics (gos) U{J, n,m k), U{2, n,m k),..., U(/-, n.m . k). 
re {l,2,...,n} is given by 
/--I 
fU{ln,m,k) £/(r,/7,m,^ )("l'"2.-,«r) = Q-in{'-"/}""'(l-"rf^"~''^'^'"' 
/=! 
()<ui<...<Uy <\ — (5 .1) 
The joint density of the first r gos's based on an absolutely continuous distribution 
function f with density function/is then given by 
= Cr-l n ' m - nxi r' f(xi)][1 - Fixr ) f+" - ' -+^ r " ' /(.-,) 
F~\{))<Xi<X2<...<Xr <F~\]) — (5 .2) 
The marginal density function of the uniform gos U{r, n, m . k), r £ {\,2, .... n). 
mi = m: = ... = m,-i = m (say), is given by 
- (5.3) / s ^ r - 1 /I -Kk + n-r + M. -\ r-\, ^ fU{r.n.m.k)i'^) = - TTS^'"^ Sm («) 
( r - l ) ! 
The marginal density of the r" generalized order statistics based on an absolutely 
continuous distribution function F with density function f is then given by 
fX{i\n,m,k)(x)- (r-1) {i-Fi^W 'fix)g;,;'{F{x)) - (5.4) 
where, ^ - 1 = 1 1 ^ ' 
gmM = hn{x)-h,n{Q) 
and. hm (x) = 
(l-x) in+\ 
log 
m + \ 
( 1 "l 
1-.^ : 
W 9t 1 
m = - I 
. V € ( 0 . l ) 
6. Censoring and Truncation: Let Xj.^ < X2:„ <,...,X„.„ be the order statistics 
from a population having dfF(x). It may happen that we record first r or the last r 
observations corresponding to these order statistics. This is called censoring. For 
example suppose m bulbs are put on test and their failure times are recorded. 
Because of time and cost factors we may not like to record the failure time of all 
bulbs and instead observe first r failure time of bulbs. Also it may be possible that 
we started recording their failure times after r failures. This is different from 
truncation, where the population rather than the sample is curtailed and the 
number of lost observations is unknown. 
If we represent the truncation points by Q\ and Pi at left and right 
respectively, then in case of doubly truncation the /^^/ is given as: 
fix) 
Q^ 
Q[<x<Pi 
where. jf{x)dx = Q 
P, 
and. jf{x)dx = P 
O and (I - P) aie respectively the proportion of truncation on the left and right of 
the distribution. P and Q are assumed to be known (Q < P) and Qj and Pj are 
functions of Q and P. 
6.1 Distribution of Truncated Order Statistics 
(a) Left truncation at x 
Let Q = F(x). P = 1 then the truncated distribution has a pelf 
\-F{x) 
and the pelf of Xm = y in this case will be 
r 
^ r.n 
F{y)-F{x) r-\ 'l-F{y)' 
_\-F{x)_ 
n-r f(y) 
_l-F{x)_ l-F(x) 
(b) Right truncation at y 
Similarly. SLtQ = 0, P = F(y), then the truncated distribution has pdf -^-^ 
F{y) 
-f r y and the pdf of Xr:n = x will be 
^ r.n 
Fix) 
F{y)_ 
ir-\ F{y)-F{x) 
F{y) 
n-r fix) 
Fiy) 
< 7. Conditional Distribution of Order Statistics: Let X/ „ < A^2 /, 
<X„:„ be the order statistics from a continuous random variable 
having probability density function fix), and distribution function 
Fix). Then the conditional pdfoiX,.,, = y, given Xr.,, = x ( I < r s < 
n) is 
i - r - l , (/7-r)! [Fiy)-Fix)Y-''-\\-Fiy)] -,n-s 
( . v - ; - - l ) ! ( ; ? - i ) ! {\-Fix)] n-r -fiy), 
X< V 
(7.1 
which is just the unconditional pdf of (s - rf order statistics from a 
sample of size (n -r) truncated to the left at x, i.e. the pdf of X, r ;,-, 
given X,v-,.„-r > x. 
Therefore, E[X^,n I Xr.n =x] = E[X^_r.n-r I ^s-r.n-r ^ x] — (7.2) 
Similarly, the conditional pdf of Xr.n = x, given X,:n = y. (1 <r v <nj 
is 
is -1)! lFix)]''-\Fiy) - Fix)]'-'-^ 
( r - l ) ! (5 - r - l ) ! ^s~l -fM, X < y (7.3) [Fiy)r 
which is the unconditional pdf of Xr:s-\ truncated at y on the right. 
Therefore, 
£[XJ;„ I X,:, = y] = £[X;;^_j I Xr.s-\ < y] — (7.4) 
Therefore, [Khan and Beg, 1987] 
E[Xr+i;„\Xr.n=y] = E[X\X>y] --- (7 .5 ) 
and E[Xr:^\Xr+v.n=y] = E[X\X<y] — (7.6) 
The conditional pdf of X,.„ = y, given Xrm = x and X«.n = z, (1 < ^ -v /» <n) is 
given as 
10 
(,v-/--l)!(m-,v-l)! [/r(,)_/7(^)l"'-'-l 
- - (7.7) 
This is the pdf of the (s - r)'^ order statistics from a sample of size (m - r - \) 
truncated on the left at Xm = x and on the right at X,n.„ = z. 
8. Rao - Shanbhag Condition (Rao & Shanbhag, A): Consider the integral 
equation 
j H(X + y)mdy) = H(.v) + c, for \L\ a.e.xe R+ 
where |i is a non arithmetic a fmite measure on R+ and H ; R+—>R+ is a Borel 
measurable either non decreasing or non-increasing [L] a. e. function that is 
locally [L] integrable and is not identically equal zero {L] a .e. Then there exists r| 
G R such that 
[exp(77Jt)/7((ic) = 1 
and. H has the form 
y + a{\- exp(rjjc) for [L] a.e.if ri ^0 
Mix) , 
[y + Px for [L] a.e.if ry = 0 
where a, fi, y are some constants. If c = 0. then y = - a and fi - 0. 
9. Some Results: 
Lemma 9.1(Khan and Ali, 1987): For any continuous and differentiable function 
//( ) and \ <r s <n 
E\h{X,,„)\X,.n =x]-E[h{X,_i,n)\X,..n = x] 
oo 
^ n-r ^ 
s-r-\ \\-F{x)X 
Lemma 9.2 (Khan and AH, 1987): For 1 < r < s < n 
£|/7(X,.„) I X,:„ = y] -£[MX,_i .„ ) I X,.„ = y] 
(s-\\ 
v ' ' - -y F{y)\ 
- ^ ]h'{x)[F{x)Y-\F{y)- Fix)]'-'dx 
Lemma 9.3 (Nagaraja and Nevzorov, 1995): For F continuous, the conditional 
cdf of Xi given X, ,, = x has the form 
(-1 F{u) 
P{Xi<u\Xi,„^x) n F{x) 
i n-i Fju)-F{x) 
n n l-F{x) 
u < X 
u>x 
Therefore, 
E[X I X,.„ =x] = 1+^^LJIE[X I X<x]+^^^-^E[X \X>x] 
n n n 
12 
CHAPTER - II 
CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH LINEAR 
REGRESSION FOR SINGLE ORDER GAP 
1. Introduction: In this chapter results related to the 
characterizations of some particular distribution functions, 
viz.exponential, Weibull, inverse Weibull, as well as some general 
class of distributions are given through single order gap. 
Ferguson (1967) characterized a continuous distribution 
function F for single order gap. Shanbhag (1970) characterized the 
exponential and geometric distribution in terms of conditional 
expectations. His results for exponential distributions are further 
generalized by Hamdan (1972). Beg and Kirmani (1978) showed that 
variance of Xr+i.n p given Xr.„= x does not depend on x if and only if 
X has an exponential distribution. Khan and Beg (1987) extended the 
result of Beg and Kirmani and showed that variance of X , given 
° r+]:n ^ 
Xr ,i=.\ does not depend on x if and only if X has Weibull distribution 
for p>0. 
Ouyang (1983) characterized some absolutely continuous 
distributions through E[h(X)\X > x], and E[h{X)\X < x]. Khan and 
Abu-Salih (1989) extended their results for order statistics and 
obtained several new characterizing results. 
Anthony and Mahmoud (1996) characterized distribution L{x) 
of X by the regression relation 
13 
E{XP_^^^ I X(,) =t) = AtP + BE{X\^P^^ I X(,) = /), 
th 
where t lies in the support of L{x) and X^,-^, the r' order statistic. This 
formulation requires L{x) to be continuous but it shows a jump at its 
left extremity which is allowable if the conditioning is modified. 
Franco and Ruiz (1997) characterized a general distribution F 
(discrete, continuous, and absolutely continuous) through ^{x) and 
|^(x), where 
and ^{x) = E[h{Xr+\:„) I X^.n = -^ ] 
Properties of record values have extensively been studied in the 
literature. Using relations of expected values of records. Nagaraja 
(1977.1988). Ahsanullah (1982, 1990, 1991), Gupta (1984), Lin 
(1988), Roy (1990), Ahsanullah and Kirmani (1991) and 
Balakrishnan et a/.(1992) among others have characterized some 
particular distributions. More recently, Huang and Li (1993) obtained 
characterization of the exponential distribution based on equalities of 
conditional expectations of some suitable functions of spacings of 
adjacent record values. Further, Franco and Ruiz (1996) obtained the 
distribution function F from conditional expectations, 
£{//(/?„_!) I/?„=.v}, 
where /z is a real, continuous and strictly monotonic function, and 
R„<Rj< ... <^„< ... the upper record values from a population with 
distribution function F. 
Concept of generalized order statistics is given by Kamps 
(1995). Keseling (1999) has generalized the results of Franco and 
Ruiz (1995) in terms of gos and characterized some general class of 
distributions. 
2. Characterization through Order Statistics: 
Theorem 2.1 (Ferguson, 1967): If X/.„, X2.,,, ..., X„ „ are the order 
statistics of a sample of size n from a distribution with continuous 
distribution function F, and if for some positive integer m less than 
n. 
E(X,„:n I X,„ + l:„ = x) = UX - b U.S.F 
for some numbers a and b, then the distribution function is, except 
for change of location and scale. 
(i) F(x) = e\ for. x < 0, [f a = I 
(ii) 
(iii) 
0 Fix) = x\ for. 0 < X < I, if 0 < a < 1 
\6 
where. 0 = 
F(x) = (-X ) , for. X < -1, 
a 
if a > 1 
/??(! -a) 
Proof: Since the expectation of the maximum of a sample of size m 
from the distribution of F truncated at y is, 
^i^m:n ' ^m+l.n - y^ -' 
xd[F(x)] m 
_oo [^(y)] m 
if F ( y ) ^ 0 
if F{y) = {) 
(2 .1) 
Therefore, jxd[F{x)]"^ = {ay-b)[F{y)f^ a.s. F (2.2) 
Find numbers c and d, possibly infinite, s.t. {jc:0 < F{x)<\] in the 
interval (c, d). There does not exist a subinterval {c\, d\), c<c\<d\<d 
over which F is constant since the left side of (2.2) is constant in 
such an interval and the right side is increasing, while both sides are 
continuous, so that they could not possibly be equal at the next 
15 
points of increase of F. Thus (2.2) is valid for all y G (c, d). The left 
hand side may be wri t ten as 
\ y 
j xJ\F(x)]"'=y[F{y)\"'- | | F (X) ] ' « JA ' (2.3: 
The exis tence of integral on the left implies the exis tence of integral 
on the r icht . 
Let. H{y)= ][F{x)f'dx-
then. /y'(v)exists for all y and is equal to [F{y)]"\ Equat ion (2.2) may 
be rewri t ten as 
— {logH{Y)}^{{l-a)y+ br\ for all yeicd) 
d\ 
(2.4) 
We may solve this differential equat ion separately for the three cases 
mentioned in the theorem. 
Case (i), a = l : Since log H(y) is increas ing in (c, d), h must be 
y 
posi t ive . By in tegra t ing (2.4) we find H{y) = Ke^ and by 
differentiat ing, we find 
[F{y)]"'=Kb~'^e>'"'. c learly, c = -oo and d<oo, 
and since F(d) = 1, F(.v) = e^>'~^^ '^"^ for y<d. 
This is the dis t r ibut ion under (i) with change of locat ion and scale. 
Case ( i i ) , 0 < a < 1: In tegra t ing (2.4) . we find that 
H{y} = K[i\-a) + h]^'^^-"^ for yeicd). 
In this case , c and d are finite and the res t r ic t ions F{c) = 0 and 
F(d) = 1 gives F(y) = y ~c 
d-c 
for c < y <d. 
16 
where. 6 (1 -a)m and (• = --l - « 
Case (iii), a > 1: Integrating (2.4), we find that 
H{y) = K[h-(a-\))']'^'^"~^\ for ye{c,d). 
In this casec=-°o and d<°o. The restriction F(d) = J gives 
y-.v 
F{y) = 
where 0 = -
for y < d. 
y-d 
<(), and 7 = > J. 
{a - !)/« a - 1 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.2 (Shanbhag, 1970): The non-negative values X is 
distributed according to a exponential distribution if and only if 
E[X\ X > y] = y + E(X},iox tvtxy y --- (2.5) 
Proof: (2.5) is equivalent to 
\zdBiz) = {x + ^)B{x), for every x (2.6) 
where B(z) denotes the distribution function of Z, Bix) = \-B(x) and IJ 
denotes E(X). Clearly, this implies that (2.6) is equivalent to 
Uz-x)dB(z) = ^B{x), for every x (2.7) 
Since the left hand side of (2.7) is continuous, it follows that its right 
hand side is continuous. Now, it can be easily seen that left hand side 
is differentiable. This implies the differentiability of the right hand 
side. Differentiation yields 
^{B(X)}=-~B{X) 
dx jj 
17 
It immediately follows that the equation has the solution 
R(x) -cxpi-x/^J), 
because /J denotes E(x). Clearly, this satisfies (2.7), and thus we have 
the theorem. 
Corollary 2.1 (Shanbhag, 1970): The non negative valued X have a 
modified exponential distribution with non zero probability mass at 
0. i.e. a distribution with the distribution function of the type 
G{x) = \-Kcxp{-?ix), X > 0, {0 < K < \, X 0) 
if and only if 
E[X \X>y]=y + E{X) P{X =())>{) (2.8) 
1 - P(X = 0) 
The corollary follows at once because the theorem establishes that X 
has a modified distribution, 
if and only if 
E[X\X> y]=y + E{X\X >0), F{X^O)>{) --- (2.9) 
Theorem 2.3 (Beg and Kirmani, 1978): Let X be a random variable 
having distribution function F(x) with F(0) = 0 and E(X^) < y . If 
F(x) < 1 for all x < QC andf(x) = dF(x)/dx > 0 for all x >0 then 
F{x) = 1-exp f j c > 0 
e 
for some ^ > 6^  if and only if, for some positive integer r < n. 
Var[Xr+j.n I Xr.n=x] = c, for all X > 0, where c is a positive constant. 
Theorem 2.4 (Khan and Beg, 1987): Let X be a continuous random 
variable with d.f. F such that F(0) = 0 and F has second derivative on 
(0, cx)) and it 's first derivative is non vanishing on (0,oo) so that in 
Fix) < 1 for all x > 0. Let 0<p<co and F has moment of order 2p.If 
for some integer 0 < r < n, 
y^iii Xl^_^^.^ I X,..„ = x\ = c (Constant) 
Then, F(x) = / - exp(-Ox }, for x > 0, where 0 0 is given by 0'^ = c(n- rf\ 
and conversely. 
Proof: It may be seen that conditional pdf of Xv „ given X, „ = x{r < sj is 
i - r - l {n-r)\ [F{y)-F{x)Y-'-'{\-F(y)) \n-s 
{s-r-\)\{n-s)\ ^n-r • / ( v ) , y>x {l-F{x)Y 
- (2.10) 
which is just the unconditional distribution of the (s-r)''' order 
statistics in a sample of (n-r) drawn from /fyj/{ / - F(x)), y > x. that 
is from the parent distribution truncated on the left at JC. Therefore, 
\1 r \X)j ^ 
Thus, for the Weibull distribution 
F(jc) = l-exp(-e*:^), x > 0, 6 > 0 
have, E[xP>i,._^\X,,,=x]=j;^^xP'^a we p(k~m) 
m=0 
where, a^ = (n~ r)9, obtained by Khan et at. (1983). Thus, 
Var \^r+\:n ^r:n ~ -^ = a^P = {n-rfe^ ^ = c 
This proves the necessary part. For sufficiency part, we have 
(/? - /-) 
{I-Fix)) 
'---\y^P{\-F{y)f-^f{y)dy 
in-ry 
{1-F(x)}2(«-'-) 
n2 
jy^{\-F{y)y"-'f{y)dy = c 
i.e. h(\-F{x)fly^P{\-F{y)]''-'^f{y)dy 
h\y"''{\-F{y)}'''^f{y)dy c[\-F(x)r, b = n-r (2.11) 
,h-l 
Differentiating once w.r.t x, canceling out f(x)l 1 - F(x)} on both 
sides and differentiating both sides of the resulting relation again 
u', /•. / X. we get 
CO 
hp\xP{\- F{y)}''-^ f{y)dy = cbx^-P{\~ F{x)]^-^ t\x) + px''{\- F(x)f 
A 
- (2,12) 
Differentiating (2.12) again w.r.t x, we have 
f'ix)-{b-\)^^^^-^^fix) + \x'^{p-m-F{.x)]p^ 
1 - F{x) X CD 
= {) 
giving us 
fix) 
1 - F{.x) -ih-l) 
fix) 
l-F{x)^ 
1 
X 
fix) 
J-F{.x)_ +be^p^x^^p-'^=o 
(2.13) 
The solution of (2.13) is, f(.v) = l-exp(-fix^), and hence the theorem. 
For p = J, Theorem 2.4 reduces to the results of Beg and Kirmani 
(1978). Also from 2.12 it can be seen that 
E[XP''„ I Xn-l:n = x] = E[X P'' \ X > .x] 
and, Var[XPn I X„_i.„ = x] = Var[X ^ I X > .^ c] 
Thus, we have the result 
Var[XP\X>x] = - \ , if and only if F(x) = l-exp(-6bc^) 
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Theorem 2.5 (Khan and Khan, 1987): Let X be a random variable having df 
Fix) with F{0) = 0 and £(X*j < <x . If Ffxj < / for all x < / and 
dF{x) 
.fix) = dx >(), for all A- > 0. 
then. F(x) = J-(J •Ox'')-'" 
for 0 0, X > 0, p > 0 and m > 0 if and only if for /- < n, 
^[^ r+V.n r\n ~ -^y^ 
where a = m(n-r) is independent of x. 
a 
~ a-\ 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
Theorem 2.6 (Khan and Abu-Salih, 1989): Let X be an absolutely 
continuous random variable with df F(x) and pdf f(x). 
Suppose, F(x) < I for all x c (a, fi), F(a) = 0 and Fff^J - I. 
Then. 
F(x) = l-[ah(x) + h]\ for x c (a, J]J 
if and only if for r < n. 
r\i,(v Mv 1 ac{n-r)h{x)-b 
E[h{Xr+\:n)\Xr.„ = x\=— ^ -—, 
a{{n-r)c + \\ 
(2.16) 
where, /zf j is a monotonic, continuous and differentiable function on 
(a. P). a ~ 0, (n - r)c + J ^ 0. 
Proof: Note that 
l-F(x) = [ah(x)+br = '-l—f{x) 
ach\x) (2.17) 
-Now in view of (2.16), 
E[h{X,^,.„ ) I Xr.,n = x]= "^ ' \ , \h{y){l - Fiy))"''-' f{y)dy 
{l-F{x)f-'i 
(2.18) 
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Integrating by parts and noting the relation (2.17), it is easy to prove 
the necessary part. To prove the sufficiency part, we have 
(»- J « v)ii - f (y)i"-'-V(y)* = fc^f^^^^^^ii-^ n>-))"-' 
{ • ' a[c{n-r) + \\ 
Differentiating both sides w.r.t x and rearranging we get 
/(.V-) _ ach\x) 
1 - F{x) ah{x) + h 
which sives, l-F(x) = lah(x) + hf 
Remark 2.1: At / = n - / , a = (f(k)-[)h{a) + g(k) 
I g(^-) , .t\k] 
h and c = -{f{k)-m{a) + s{k) l-f{k) 
theorem reduces to the results of Talwalkar. 
Lemma 2.1: Let X be an absolutely continuous random variable with 
df F(x) and pdff(x). Suppose F(x) > 0 for all x e (a, P), F(a) - 0 and 
F(P) - / . Then, F{x) = [ah(x) + b]" 
if and only if for r < n 
a[{n - r)c + 1] 
where h() is a monotonic, continuous and differentiable function on 
(a, P), a ^ 0, (n-r)c +1 = 0 
Proof: The proof follows from the fact that the conditional 
distribution of Xr+i.,, given X,-.,, from F() is the same as the conditional 
distribution of A',,-^ .,, given X„-,+y,,, from / - F(). 
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Theorem 2.7 (Khan and Abu-SaUh, 1989): Let X be an absolutely continuous 
random variable with df F(x) and pdff(x). Suppose F(x) < 1 for all x c (a, fij 
, } • / \ /I ^1 r ' / 1 / (-ah(x) + h) 
and I^(a) 0 then, F(x) = l-e 
if and only if for r < n, 
E(h(Xr^!.n)\Xr.n = x) = h(x) + l/a(n-r), a r 0 
where h() is a monotonic, continuous and differentiable function on 
fa. li). 
Proof: Note that, 1-F(;c) = exp{-fl/?,(x) + fo} = ^ '^^ 
ah\x) 
The rest of the proof is straight forward. 
Remark 2.2: If we put in Lemma 2.1, a = g{k) 
t = ^-^ and c = ^ ^ , r = n-l 
{\-f{k)Mp)-g{k) \-f{k) 
we get theorem 2 of Talwalkar (1977). If we put a = -L b = d, r = n -I. 
and h(x) = u(x) in Lemma 2.1, we get theorem 2 of Ouyang (1983). 
Lemma 2.2: Let X be an absolutely continuous random variable with 
df F(x) and pdff(x). Suppose F(x) > 0 for all xe (a, P) with F(P) 1. 
Then, 
F{x) = exp(-ah(x) + b). 
if and only if for r < n , 
E[h{X^_r.n)\^n-r+l:n =x] = h{x)+ / a 7^ 0 
a{n -r) 
where h() is a monotonic, continuous and differentiable function on 
(o., li). 
Theorem 2.8 (Khan and Abu- Salih, 1989): Let X be a continuous 
random variable having distribution function F{x} for all x e (a. fi) 
with F(a) - 0 and F(P) - 1. Let for /- < n. 
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E[h(Xr^,^„)\Xr:n = x] = g(x), 
then [l-F(.v)]""' '=exp 
a 
g{f)-Hr) 
where h() is a monoton ic , cont inuous and different iable function. 
Proof: Note that 
n-r 
,x<y G(v) = P(X,+ , .„<ylX, .„ =x)-\ 
Therefore, 
l - f ( v ) 
1-F(.x) 
4/?(X,+i.„ ) I X,.„ =x]= j//(yVG(y) =h{x) + j/?'(y)(l - G{y))cJx 
X X 
Thus, £'[/7|X, + /.„) I X,;,, = A] = g(x) implies that 
P 
h{xK\ - Fix))"-'' + \h\y){\ - FiyOf-'dy = g{xK\ - F{x))"^'' 
X 
Differentiat ing both sides w.r.t x and rearranging we get 
^ ,J[1-F(.x)] _ 8 \ x ) , 
{n-r) = dx 
[I-Fix)] g{x)-h{x) 
which reduces to, 
[\-F{x)r~' =exp 
- J g'it) 
a 
git)-hit) 
•dt 
Lemma 2.3: Let X be a con t inuous random variable having df F(x). 
xc ((X, P) with F(a) = 0 and F(P) = 7, let for r < n, 
E[h{X„.r:n) I X,,^,-^,:,, =x]= g(x). 
then, (F(x))" '' =exp 
A , , , 
a 
git)-hit) 
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3. Characterization through Record Values: 
Theorem 3.1 (Nagaraja, 1988): E(R,„+i\R,„) and E(RJR,n+j) are both 
linear in the conditioning random variables for some m iff G(x) is an 
exponential (type) df. (A dual result holds for lower record 
values),where RQ<R[<R2< -Rm < be the upper record values 
from a population with continuous distribution function F. 
Lemma 3.1: The conditional joint distribution of Ri. Ri, •••• Rn, 
given R,n+i = y is identical with the joint distribution of the order 
statistics from a random sample of size m from the df 
G\X) 
H{x) 
G\y) x<y 
x> y 
where. G*(x) = -log(l-G(x)) 
Thus given /?,„+/ = y, Rm behaves like the sample maximum from the 
df Hlx). Following the arguments of Ferguson (1967, 268-269) and 
noting that 0 < G (x) < '^, we conclude that the above linearity of 
regression holds iff G C C3, the class consisting of dfs of the 
following types: 
Fi{x) = 1 - exp (-X ), X > 0 in case 0 < a < 1 
F2(x) = 1 - exp (- exp(x)), - x> -^ x < x in case a = J 
F^ix) = I - exp (- (x )), jc < 0 , in case a> I 
where. 0 = a m (1 - a) 
The class C,* is the class of all possible limit distribution for 
appropriately normalized sample minimum of a random sample from 
an arbitrary df. 
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Notation: Let Xi, X2, .... X„ be a set of n independent and identically distributed 
random variables with increasing and right continunous distribution function F 
over support D = (a, ft). For each x C D = {x C R: F(x-) > 0], and h() a given 
real, continuous and strictly monotonic function, we define the order mean 
function by 
^{x} = E{h{Xr:n)\Xr^,:,=x} — ( 8 . 1 ) 
or, analogously by 
I" ix) = E(h(X,.^l:n) I Xr;. = x) - ( 8 . 2 ) 
for each x € D = {x C R: F(x) < 7}, where 1 < r < n. Let F/, be the set of the 
distribution functions F satisfying \(a, x)h(y)d(F(y)f < * . So, for each F C f/,. we 
can rewrite (8.1) as 
I h{y)d{F{y))'' 
^ix) = -^^ . - (8.3) 
{Fix-)' 
If we denote by M the set of these functions ,^ the expression (8.3) enables us to 
construct a map W: F ^  M, defined by ^(F) = ^ . 
Let X].„ < X2:n ^ ^ X^-^hc the Order Statistics and let /?o.^i. ,/?„,....be the 
sequence of the upper record values from an absolutely continuous random 
vaiiable X with dfF. We define the order mean function with gap of s over /-. by 
^s\r:n M = E{h(X^-fj) I X,-„ = x) where \<r<n, 1 < .v < /?, r T^ S ; 
and the record mean function with gap /, by 
\l/r\r+lix) = E{h{R,)\R,+j=x) for, Q<r,l<i. 
Proposition 1: If F C F (and likewise, F € F+). The F is uniquely determined by 
the order mean function ^,ir «• for some r, s C {I, 2, — n} with r contained in 
.V (r > s) and all « > r 
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Proposition 2: Let X and Y be two absolutely continuous r.v's such 
that F(q) = G(q) for at least one q C D. Let {R,,} and {S,,} for 
n = 0. 1. --- be the corresponding sequences of record values. If for 
any r > 0 and / > 1 the conditional random variables 
(/?, I /?,.+,jand(5,-l5,.+,j 
are identically distributed, then X and y have the same df. 
Proposition 3: Let F C Fh and q € D a point such that F(q) is known. Then F is 
uniquely determined by the record mean function !//,/,+ i(x) for some rC N and all 
/ > / 
Some Properties of (p = T(F): 
Let '/^  be any real function that satisfies the following properties 
(1) Let ^ be the record mean function 
. n 
H{y) (p{x) = E{h{R„_-l)\R^ =x) = jhiy)d\j^ 
(.V) 
Then the domain is the set D = (a, P) 
where. ae/?U{-°°}««^ ^ E / ? U H . 
the function cp is continuous and increasing on D and the inequality 
(p(x)<h(x) holds for all x G D. further, h(a)<(p(x)<h(p), for all xGD. 
(2) Let (pbe the record mean function. Then, for all a, b G D the 
integral 
, _ f d(p{y) ^ 
1 — I < oo 
^^hiy)-(p{y) 
Moreover, / diverges as a -:^  a or as /? -> ^ 
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Lemma 3.2: (Franco and Ruiz, 1996): Let^ be any real function that 
satisfies properties (1) and (2). Then for any z C D fixed 
G(x) = I - exp 
satisfies the equality 
1 r d(p{y) 
/?•' h{Y)-(p{y 
\ X • 
exp 
•) 
(3.1 
^J 
[K{h)Y' (p{h) - [K{a)f (p{a) = j / j (y)J( /^(y) ) " (3.2) 
for all subset [a, h]cD where K(y) = -log(l- G(y)) 
Proof: If rj(x) (K(x))"(h(x)-(p(x)) for all x C (a,J3) then dtjfx) - (K(x))" dh{x). 
Hence integrating on [a, h] we obtain 
K(.bf lh{h)-(t>ib))-{Kia)T{h(a)-<p{a))= liK{x)Tdhix) 
and using integration by parts, we have 
h h 
\{K{x)fdh{x) = {K{b)Y'h{b)-{K{a)Th{a)-\h{x)d{K{x)T 
a a 
Theorem3.2 (Franco and Ruiz, 1996): heKp be any real function. Then 
the class of real functions (p that may be record mean functions, i.e. 
(fi C I,„ (VJ, if and only if proposition 1, 2 and 3 aie satisfied. 
Lei FC Fand (p = y/(F) , then 
lim_^^C(+(p(x)exp 
-1 d(p{y) h{y)-(p{y) 
Proof: We have shown that all these conditions are necessary. To 
prove that they are sufficient, let us consider a real function (p whose 
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domain of defini t ion we denote by D\ and which sat isf ies these 
cond i t ions . Let us define for any ze D' fixed the function 
( 
G(.x) = l - exp exp 
1 f d(p{y) 
n{h{y)-(p{y) 
for all A- C D, adding G(x) = 0 when x < a and G(x) = 1 when x > /f 
Let us see first that G(x) verifies the proper t ies of a con t inuous 
d i s t r ibu t ion function. From propert ies (1) and (2) we obtain that G is 
con t inuous , increas ing function and satisfies that 
linu^„.G(x) = 0 and limx-,fG{x) = 1 
or equi vaJently. C is a cont inuous distr ibution funct ion. 
On the other hand, (p verifies Lemma(3.2) , therefore , we have the 
equal i ty (1) and taking into account (2) when a converges to a in 
(3 .2) . resu l t s . 
(p(h) 1 \h{y)d{k{y)f 
{kib)}'\ 
which proves that G CF and cp = i^/fG) . 
4. Characterization through GeneraUzed Order Statistics 
Notat ion: PY{\X=X) denotes the condit ional d i s t r ibu t ion having fjj-
densi ty fy{\ X =x) which has the property 
Py^B\X=x)=\fY{y\X= x)d^2 (>')• 
B 
Y 
We call f'{\X=x) the condit ional density of Y given X=x. It is 
computed by 
tY{\X=x) = fix,-) 
\fix,y)d^2iy) 
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if \f{x,y)diJ2{y)>0. Assume that the joint distribution of X and Y has 
a density / w.r.t some product measure /J\ ®/^2-
For each FeFf^ we define the generalized order mean function 
between adjacent generalized order statistics of index ; + / and ; by 
>5p y''^) - -f. My)i\-F{y))^r+\ ^dPf{y) 
whose domain of defination is D = {-a,P) where P = Q){F) may be 
infinite where 
Fi^={Fcontinuousd.f.onSi^ I /j e F ' (P^{r+ln,m,k)^j 
^l(^X(r+l,/7,m,A')) the set of p^('-+l."''«'^'). integrable functions. 
- irji.in.k) 
F is the continuous and monotonic version of 
E[h[X{r + \,n,m,k))\X{r,n,m,k) = x]. 
If we denote by 
the set of all possible generalized order mean functions of index r+I 
and /•. we are interested in finding a map inverse to 
¥ ir,n,in,k) . 
ir,n,fh,k) Fh - > t^l 
p _^Ar,n,m,k) 
Theorem 4.1(KeseIing, 1999): The sequence X(i. n,m, k), J < i < n 
of gos based on continuous distribution function F forms a Markov 
Chain. Moreover, for re {1,2 n-/}.and_y r {a(F). (o(F)} 
fXir+\,n.tn.k)(^^ X{r,n,m,k) = y) 
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= rr+ii\-F{x)) -1 \-F{x) 
\rr+l 
V 
'(y,6>(F))(-^) \-F{y) 
is a condi t iona l P/rdensi ty of p^"'^'' "• '"'• '" {.\X{r, n, m!J, k) = y). 
where a (F) = inf{AG 911 F (A-)>0} and a>(F) = supine 9t I F(v) < 1} 
Theorem 4.2 (Keseling, 1999): Given a function h as described above, 
ith ^ = 4 > ( ' - " ' ' " ' ^ ' \ F ) , w 
Then 
F(A-) = l - exp 
r/-+i(_i,]^(v)-/7(y) ^<^(y) .»:€ D 
Corollary 4.1: (Keseling (1999); Let Xf7, «. m^ , ^ ; . . . Xf/^ , n, mLI, k) be a 
sequence of gos based on the cont inuous df F. Fur ther let r c [l, 2, 
..., « - / } be fixed and (p a non ari thmetic real monoton ic function on 
/?+ such that E[\(p{X{r + J,n, m,k) - X(r, n, fh, k)\] is finite k. Then for 
some cons tan t c ^ (p(0+) 
E[(p( X(r+I, n, m, k)~ X(r, n,m, k})\X(r, n, m, k) = x] =c a.s. 
if and only if there exists ?. > 0 and ftCR with 
F(x) = 7 - exp {-?. (x-ju)}, x>/u 
Corollary 4.2: Let X(I, n, mC, k) ... X(n, n. mL, k), /i > 2 be a sequence 
of gos based on the differentiable df F with supp(F) = (0. yj. F 0 
on siipp(F) and for some r € (1, ..., n-l},E \X^\ < x for a random 
variable X ~\-{\- fy^r+Min-r) 
Then. 
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Var I X (r+J, n, m, k) \ X (r, n, m,k) = xj = c > 0 a.s. 
if and only if there exists X> 0 with F{x) = 1 - exp (-/JC), X > 0. 
Corollary 4.3 (Keseling, 1999): Let X(J, n,m, k) ... X (n. n, m, k), n >3 be 
a sequence of gos based on F with m/ = m2 = ...= nh + i = : m > -1 for 
some r 6' / / , 2 n-2}. Furthermore, let F be absolu te ly con t inuous 
and con t inuous ly differentiable with density f = F' pos i t ive on 
suppiF). Then there exist constants a > 0 and h C R with 
F X(r+2.n.m.k) E(X(r. n. m, k)\ X (r+2, n, iTi. k = xj = ax + h 
if and only if l-(l-F(.)}'"^ is except for change of locat ion and 
scale. 
^ 0 X < 0 
x" 0 <x < ], ifO<a<l 
^ 1 X >0 
G(x) = _ < 
G(x) = 
^ e'' X < 0 
I X >0 
if a = 1 and 
if a > I 
with. 6 = 2/- + 1 • + . f2r + \ \2 r{r + \)- a ^ 
where G,„+i(.v) = l - ( l - F ( x ) ) m+\ 
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CHAPTER-III 
CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH LINEAR 
REGRESSION FOR DOUBLE ORDER GAP AND 
HIGHER ORDER GAP 
1. Introduction: Characterization of probability distributions 
through order statistics, conditioned on non-adjacent order statistics 
which was an open problem. In recent years considerable attention 
has been paid to the problem of characterizing the probability 
distribution functions (pdf) of a random variable (rv) conditioned on 
non-adjacent order statistic. 
Khan and Ali (1987) characterized some specific as well as 
some general form of distributions for higher order gap. Khan and 
Abu-Salih (1989) characterized the Weibull and inverse Weibul) 
distributions for double order gap. Wu and Ouyang (1996) have given 
some general theorems on conditional expectations of functions of 
order statistics. 
Wesolowski and Ahsanullah (1997) determined the distribution 
by linearity of regression of Xk+2.n with respect to Xk.n. 
Franco and Ruiz (1997) characterized continuous distributions 
with non-adjacent order statistics through higher order gap. 
Dembinska and Wesolowski (1997) characterized Pareto, Power 
function and exponential distribution through higher order gap. Khan 
and Aboummoh (2000) characterized distribution through conditional 
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expectations of order statistics, conditioned on non-adjacent order 
statistics. 
Nagaraja and Nevzorov (1997) ciiaracterized distribution based 
on record values. Grudzein and Szynal (1996) characterized the 
distribution in terms of record values with random index. Franco and 
Ruiz (1997) characterized some continuous distributions by 
conditional expectations of record values. Blaquez and RebolJo 
(1997) characterized some continuous distributions based on linear 
regression of order statistics and record values. Dembinska and 
Wesolowski (2000) characterized distributions through linearity of 
regression for non-adjacent record values. Athar et al. (2003) have 
characterized the distributions of the form f(.r) = (c/.v+ /;)*- through 
conditional expectations of record values and order statistics when 
the conditioned record value / order statistics may not be adjacent 
one. 
Kamps (1996) characterized a uniform distribution by sub-
ranges and its extension to gos, Kamps and Gather (1997) have given 
some characteristic properties of gos from exponential distributions. 
Khan and Alzaid (2004) characterized distribution of the form 
J~F(x) = (ax + b)"^ 
using conditional moments of gos when the conditioned gos may not 
be adjacent one. 
2. Characterization through Order Statistics: 
Theorem 2.1(Khan and Abu - Salih, 1988): Let X be a continuous 
random variable with distribution function F(x} on (0, ^-} such that. 
F(0) = 0, Fix) < ] for X > 0 and E(XP) < x . Let F(x) be twice 
differentiable with F'(.v) ^ 0. 
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Then, 
Fix) = 1 - cxpi-dx^^), 0, p > 0, X > 0 
if and only if for integers r, I <r<n-2 
E DC',.^2:,, I Xr„ = X] = / +C 
where, c = - + • 1 and b = (n-r) 
h h-\ 
Proof: Necessary part: We have from 
N/7-r 
G(y) \-F{y) 
\-Fix) 
- ( « - ' - ) ^F{y)-F{x)Y[-F(y)^" '' ' 
and. E i-+2:n ' •''':" 
Fix) Fix) 
= X* (1 - Gix))+ k j y '^ ' (1 - Giy))d\ 
(2. 
.P 
'r+2:n '^r-n 
= ,,P+hp\yP-^ 
= _,P+pjyP-K 
b-l 
-Fiy) 
l - F ( y ) 
1 - Fix) 
1 - Fix) 
oo 
dy-ib-\)p\yP-'^ 
+ h Fiy)-Fix) 
i-Fiy) 
1 - Fix) 
I-Fix) 
b 
dx 
\-Fiy) 
\-Fix) 
— (2.2 
/;-
Now. for a given f"(jc) = l-exp(-6bc^),it is easy to see that 
ib-l)p\yP-^ l-Fjy) 
\-Fix) dy = 
(b-l) 
be 
X X =x r+2:n r.n ^xP^U-^-^^^\^xP.U- • ' d\ib-\) h • + 9 [ih-D b^ 
Sufficiency Part: We have from (2.1) and (2.2) 
•\b-\ oo 
dy-ib-\)p\yP-^ xP+bp\yP-^ I-Fiy) 
\-Fix) 
I-Fiy) 
I-Fix) dy = xP +, 
this gives 
bpil-Fix))\yP-\l-Fiy))^-^dy-ib-l)p\yP-hl-Fiy))''dy=ci\-Fix))^' 
X 
}c. jy 
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Different iat ing both sides w.r.t x and rearranging we get, 
Different ia t ing again and solving we get, 
h-] xP ' {\-F{x)) 
F\x) 
F'ix) ^^^. 
1 - F{x) 
where. 
F\x) 
1 - Fix) pd • 
F\x) 
-Fix) 
-i3 P-I F'jx) 
X 1 - Fix) = {) 
Let. 
then. 
h ~2h = 2(n - r) 
F\x) 
1 - Fix) = u 
F'ix) du 1 
- -u 
(2.3) 
1 - Fix) dx 
this reduces (2.3) to 
du b*-l u-^ /, =. ,v 2 P - 1 
dx pd jfP~l X 
The solut ion of the differential equat ion , 
^ = f!(x)y + f2(x)y'+f3(x)v\ 
dx 
for. /2(xj ^ 0 is given by Kamke (1943) . Hence using Kamke"s result 
(1943) we get, 
F'ix) ^_^,j,.i 
u - pOx"-1 - Fix) 
which gives, 
F(jc) = l-exp(-6!x^), this comple tes the proof. 
Theorem 2.2 (Khan and Abu - Sal ih , 1988): Let X be a cont inuous 
random variable with d i s t r ibu t ion function on (0, xy such that F(x) > 
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0 for 0 < X < y^ andE(X ^)<«>. Let F(x) be twice differentiable 
with.F'(.i-);^(). Then, 
F{x) = cKpi-exP), e,p>o,x>() 
if and only if for integer r, 1 < r < n-2, 
E{Xri;\X,.+2:n=-^) = -^~^+^ 
where. c = —<- + -e[r (r- l )J 
Theorem 2.3 (Wu and Ouyang, 1996): Let (x(> yj and p(< rJ be 
the left and right extremities respectively of an absolutely continuous 
distribution function F, and let ^ be a real valued function 
continuous on [a, P) and with (its derivative) g' defined and 
conunuous on (a, /5). We assume 0 < F(x) < L for xe (a,P). 
If E[g(Xi)] < X., then 
'-^ 1 
Elg(Xr.n) I Xk:„ = t] = g(t) + c ^ T' l<k r njC (a. fi) 
j^r-^ 
holds iff 
F(A-) = l-exp|—[g{x)-g{a)]\, xG{a,p). 
holds, with g(x) -^ ± oo as x -^ p" respectively according as r > 0 or 
c < 0. 
Remark 2 .1 : If we take r = k+J, then theorem reduces to the result 
of Ouyang (1994). 
Theorem 2.4 (Wu and Ouyang, 1996): Under the conditions as in 
theorem 2.3 we have 
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II - m + \ 
J,8iXr.n)^^k:n-' 
r=m 
n r-[ . 
= Sit) + '-— S X T' 
n-m + l . , n- J 
r=mj=k 
1 <k m <n. 
holds iff, FU) = l-expj—[g{x)-g{a)]\, xe{a,(5) 
holds with g(x)-^±^ asx-^p^ respectively according as oO or c<0. 
Theorem 2.5 (Wu and Ouyang, 1996): Under the conditions as in 
theorem 2.3 we have 
E[g{X^.^)\Xy,„>r]=g(t) + 
holds iff, F(jc) = l-expj—[g{x)-giam, xe{a,P) 
holds with g(x) -^±y^ 2iSx-^P~ respectively according as c>0 or c'<0. 
Lemma 2.1: For all r > 0 and / > J the polynomial of degree r + i 
i-\ ( 
^=0 
r •¥ s\ r + i ^ r+s+l 
s \i-s-l 
is strictly increasing on the open internal (0, I). 
Theorem 2.6 (Franco and Ruiz, 1997): Let X be a random variable 
F e^ F-
Then, <^^+/|;-.„U) = £(/?(A:,-+/•„) I Z^.;, =x) = anh{x) + hn 
with 
n-r + \-i , , ih{/5-) (1) a„ - and hr, 
if and only if F(.v) = l -
/? - r +1 
h{P-)-h{x) 
h{p-)-h{a+) 
3S 
(ii) <^'« = 1 and bn=h 
if and only if FU) = l-.-^(''(^>-"<«^^\ 
1 '"' 1 
where, d = - Y , and h(^-) = xi 
, . . . , . n-r , , i5 
(in) i<n-r,afi= , and/?„ = 
n-r-i n-r-i 
it and only IT F(x) = \ —. 
where. h(fi-)= x 
Proof: The proof of the necessary part is obtained by proposition 
(2.1) To prove the sufficient part, we consider the case (i). In this 
case, from the expression of f we obtain the order mean function of 
r+i-s over r+i-s-1 with sample size n given by 
^ r , _ ( n - / - - i + .s- + l,,, ,^ M/3-) 
^r+l-s\r+i-s-l:nW--—:—...... 2 "''•^^ 
= h{.x) + 
n- r-i + s + 2 n-r -i + s + 2 
h0-)-h{.x) 
n-r-i+s+2 
Substituting this in the relationship of proposition (2.3) and applying 
lemma 2.1 for 7 = n-r-i+1. 
We get. 
^r+i\r-n W = ^ W + '-^iKp-) - h{x)] 
n-r + \ 
n-r+\ n-r+\ 
Analogously (ii) and (iii) are proved applying proposition (2.2) and 
proposition (2.3). 
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Distribution 
Exponential 
Rayleigh 
Weibull 
BuiT type VII 
Burr type VIII 
Burr type XII 
Singh-Maddala 
Beta of the 
first kind 
Beta of the 
second kind 
Extreme Value I 
Extreme value II 
Logistic 
Log-logistic 
Half-logistic 
Uniform 
Pareto 
Cauchy 
Kappa 
F(x) 
l _ , - e ( x - « ) 
l - e x p ( - 2 ~ ^ 0 " l v 2 ) 
l-exp(-6bc^) 
h{x) 
1 + tan - ^ 
2 
1 X 
In arc tan e 
\-{\ + xP)'^ 
\-{\ + kxP)-^ 
\-{\-xf 
1 - ( 1 + JC)"^ 
l -exp(-e-^) 
\-tx^{eix) 
{l + e-"")-^ 
xP 
dP+xP 
\-e-^ 
1 + ^-^ 
x-a 
p-a 
l-{a/xf 
2" +n~ arctan(.v) 
yP 
— + xP 
h(x) 
X 
2 
xP 
h{x) 
tan—-^ 
2 
arc tan ^^ 
(l + .v^)^ 
log(I-t-Av^)^ 
-log(l-A-) 
X 
e"" 
X-' 
e^ 
xP 
e' 
x 
log .V 
arc lan(.v) 
xP 
Parameters 
0 0 
0 s 0 
0 (),p 0 
0 0, p 0 
0 (),/. 0,pO 
0 0 
0 0 
0 U.p 0 
0 0 
e > o . p > o 
e 
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Table shows the corresponding distiibution functions and h(x) as result from 
Theorem. 
Notation: Denote by POH^f^; /i. v), a power distribution defined by the 
density 
f{x) = fl—^(^,v)U). 
where, 0 > 0, - * pi -' v < « are some constants. By PAR(6; //, 6) denote the 
Pareto distribution with pdf 
where./:^ > 0, and/^, S are some real constants such that// ^S 0. L(x) denotes the 
probability distribution of the random variable X. 
Theorem 2.7 (Wesolowski and Ahsanullah, 1997): Let, E( \Xk+2J ) < ' • 
Assume that X is absolutely continuous. If for some k<n~2 and real a and h the 
linearity of regression 
E[Xk+2:n\^k:n]=a^k:n'^b - (2.4) 
holds, then only the following three cases are possible. 
1. if « < y then, L(x) = P0W(9; ^, v), 
where. 
> ' a(2n - 2/: -1) + V« + Mn-k){n -k-\) h 
6 = ^ , v = 2{\-a){n-k){n-k-\) {]-a) 
and ju V is a real number. 
2. if a > / then, L(xJ = PAR(6; //, 6), where // is a real number and 
a{ln-2k-\) + ^a^+Aa{n-k){n-k-\) , ^ b 
d=— r:—7:^ .. . ^>1, 5 = 2{a-\){n-k){n-k-\) {a-\) 
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3. if « = / then b > 0 and, L(x) = E(X, y) where 7 is a real number and 
2/7 -2k-\ 
~ h{n-k){n-k-\) ' 
Notation: Let £(X, y) denote the shifted exponential distribution with 
the tail of df F(x)=txp[-X(x-'y)'^], where A 0. y are some constants. 
For L(x) = £(}., y), if c < (n-k-I)/., then E[exp(cXt: + 2.n)] < ^ and it can 
be easily checked that 
X^(n-k)in-k-\) ^ cX I,,,, 
\ j {A{n-k)-c][A{n-k l)-c] 
Theorem 2.8(WesoIowski and AhsanuUah, 1997): 
Let. E{exp{cXi:+2:n)]< °o, assume that X is absolutely continuous if. 
E[exp(cXk+2:ri ) I Xk n] = a exp(cXk.n), 
where. k<n-2,c^0 and a > 0, then L(x) = £(/., y) for some real 7 
and 
r2 fl(2n-2/c-l) + Va +4a(n-it)(n-yt-l) 
"^ l{a-X){n-k){n-k-\) ' 
Further, ae (0,1) if c<0 and a>l if oO. 
Case 1: First consider the case a < 1 and denote v = h / (\-a>. 
Assume that rx = * ; then by (2.4), x < ax + b for any ve IR. which is 
impossible since a < I, consequently rx = v < x. Define a new 
random variable Z by the relation Z = -logfr -»-.rj. Observe that by 
(2.4) for the order statistics from the sample Zj. Zz, ---, Z„ 
E[ eXp(-Zk+2.n ) I Zk.n ]= aexp( - Zk:„) 
Hence by Theorem 2.7, L(Z) = £()., y). 
Consequently, 
L(x) = POW (d; fi, V), 
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with 0 ^ X, V given above and // = v - exp (-y). 
Case 2: Consider now a > 1 in (2.4). For S =-• b'(a-\), 
Define. Z logfS • x) 
and consider order statistics for the sample of Z's . Then by (2.4) 
E[exi}(Zk+2.n) I Zk:„] = a exp(Zk:„). 
Consequently by theorem 2.8, L(z) - E(/., y). 
Thus. L(X) PAR(0 ;/u ,S), with 6 = /., ^ - txp(l, y) - S I, and d 
defined above. Observe that (2.4) implies that /, > h/{l-a) and 
consequently, n + S 0. 
Case 3: Now take a = 1 in (2.4). Then due to (2.4) and continuity of F 
it can be assumed that the equation 
' jv | ru ) -F( , - ) l |F ( r t l " -^ -^ / (v )A- = ' ^ " ' " ' * ' ' ^ ' ^ ' . 
•' {n-k){n-k-\) 
X 
holds for any xeOx^r^), where F = l-F and f is the density of F. 
where [/j/jd is the support of the X, -oo < /^ . < r^  < oo, 
Th eorem 2.9 (Blaquez and Rebollo, 1997) Let X be a random 
variable with distribution function F which is k times differentiable 
in Dp, such that 
E[X(i+k:n} I X, , „ =x] = bx + a 
Then except for location and scale parameters 
F(x) = / - \x\\ for, xC{- FO], it 0 < b < 1 
Fix) = I -exp i-x). for, x € [0, x), it b = I 
Fix) =l-x\ for, X C [7. x), if, b > I 
where. S •= (r-in - i))' and r is the unique real root greater than k-l 
of the polynomial equation 
Pk^x) = \Pk(.n-i) b 
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where, P^ . {x) is an empirical distribution function with 
P,,{x) = xix-l) (x-k + l), l<i<i + k<n 
Theorem 2.10 (Blaquez and Rebollo, 1997):Let X be a random 
variable with distribution function F which is k times differentiable 
in Dr such that 
E[X(i.„) I X(i+k.n = x] = ex + d 
Then except for location and scale parameters 
F(x) = x\ for, X e {0,7], if. 0 < c < / 
Fix) = exp(x), for. x C (-x:, O], if, c = 1 
Fix) = Ixl^ , for, x e f-x, / ] , if, c > 1 
where. 0 ^^ ( r - (i + k~ 1))'', and r is the unique real root greater than /: - / of the 
polynomial equation, 
Pk{x) = -Pkii + k-\) 
c 
Theorem 2.11 (Dembinska and Wesolowski, 1998): Assume that Xj, 
X2, ---, X„ are iid random variables with a common continuous 
distribution function F. Let, E( IXjt+,.„l ) < x . If for some k < n - r and 
some real a and b the linearity of regression 
E{Xk+r.n^^k:n)=aXk:n+h, — (2.5) 
holds, then only the following three cases are possible, 
1) a = I and F is a distribution function of an exponential distribution. 
2) a > I and F is a distribution function of a Pareto distribution. 
3) a < 1 and F is a distribution function of a Power distribution 
Lemma 2.2(Dembinska and Wesolowski, 1998): Assume that Xi. X: 
.-. are iid rvs with a common continuous df F. Let £;(jXjt;„|<°o). If for 
some k < n - r and some real c and d 
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E{Xk..n^Xk+r:n)=cXk+r.n+d 
Then only the following three cases are poss ib le . 
1) c= 1 and F(x) = e'^ ^^ "^ '^^  for X<-Y. F(X) = 1 for A ' > - y , where y and 
A > 0 are some real numbers (the negat ive exponent ia l distr ibution ). 
2) (• > 1 and F(x) = 
( i^+v) f for X < - ju, F(x) = 1 for x > - ju. where 
(-X + V) ^ 
8 0. V, ft are some real numbers , n + v > 0 ( the negat ive Pareto 
d i s t r ibu t ion) . 
3) 0 < c < l and F{x}=Q) for X<-(T, F{X) = Ua + x)"^' for x C (-a, -ju) and 
( (T- /J) 
F(x) = 1, for X > - JU , where 0 ^ }/k. o , // are some real numbers 
such that //< o ( the negat ive power d is t r ibut ion ). 
T h e o r e m 2.12 (Khan and Abouammoh, 2000) : Let X be an 
absolu te ly cont inuous random variable with d is t r ibut ion function 
Fix) and pdff(x) in the interval (a, P) where a and p may be finite or 
inf ini te . Then for cont inuous and dif ferent iable function h(x} of A and 
for 1 <r' s <n, 
E[h{X,._„\Xr.n=x] 
^h(x)U^ ^(^-/--;•) ^ ' y ~ ^ 1 1^ c{n-s + \ + n 
j=b c(n-r-j) + \ a p^ c{n-s + \ + j)f}Qc{n-s + \ + i) + \ 
if and only if 
F{x) = \-[ah{x) + hf 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
where, a tO,c^O, c(n-r-j) + \i^ 0 fory = 0, I, —, (s-r~\) and b = -ahiP) 
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Proof: First we will prove that (2.6) implies (2.7). We have (Khan et 
al. 1983). 
E[h{Xr.n)\-E[h{^r-\:n)\ 
n 
r - l 
jh'{x)[F(x)]''-hl-Fix)f"'^'^ch (2.8) 
^Q\ 
For doubly truncated distribution (2.7), it can be seen that 
\-P ahix) + b 
\-F{x) = •fix) 
P-Q cah'ix) 
Expressing [l-F(.t)]"-''+' as [l-F(jc)f "'^^ 
(2.9) 
l-P ah{x) + h fix) 
P-Q cah\x) 
and putting Qi = x, P\ = p, 6 ^ F(x), P = I, after noting the relation 
between truncated and conditional distribution, we get from (2.8) 
E[h\X,,n)\Xr.n=x]-E[hiX,_i.,J\Xr.n=x] 
, — \[ah{t) + b][Fit)Y-h\- Fit)f~' f{t)dt 
- 1 ca •' 
J X 
-^--\E[h(X,,n)\Xr:n-x]+-] 
n-s + \)[ a] ci 
Therefore, 
E[h{X,,„)\Xr;n=x] 
c ( n - i + l) 
•£[/7(X,_i.„)IX,-.„=.r]- (2.10) 
c(n - A'+ 1)+1 ' "' "" '•" ' a c(n - i• +1) + 1 
Using (2.10) recursively and noting that 
E[hiX,.„)\Xr.n=x] = hix). 
the relation (2.6) is established. To prove that (2.6) implies (2.7). we 
have from (2.4) and (2.10) 
c{n - s + \){E[hiX,,„ ) I X,.n = x]- ^ / ' (^ . - l in )\^r: n] = x} 
= -E[li{X,,„)\X,.n=x]-~ 
a 
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or, 
C { / 7 - , V + l ) 
( n-r ^ 
\'~''-'J 
P 
\\-F{x)] 
•^^ \h'(y)[F(y)- Fixn'-'-^W- F{y)f-''-^dy 
( / 7 - / - ) ! h \h{y)[F{y)- F{x)f-''-\\- F{y)f 'f{y)dy--
(s-r-mn-sV.[\-F(x)f~'' ^ '' 
Different iat ing both sides (s-r) t imes partially w.r.t x, after not ing 
that 
3x 
vix) v(x) 
^f(x,t)dt= j 
u(x) u{x) 
— fixj) 
dx ax ax 
we get 
-ch'{x)[\-F(x)f-'^^ -h(x)[\-F{x)f 'f{x)^-[\-F{x)f 'fix) 
a 
or. 
/(.v) _ cah'ix) 
1 - Fix) ahix) + h 
implying, 
1 - F{x) - [ah{x) + b]^ , using (2.9) and hence the theorem. 
Examples on Theorem 2.12 
Proper choice of a, b, c and h(x) characterize the distribution as given in the table 
Distribution F(x) a b 
1. Power function a'^x'^,Q<x<a -a~''' 1 
2. Pareto 
a 0 
a-P 0 
a-' 0 
c 
1 
1 
h(x) 
xP 
P X 
p X 
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3. Beta of the 
first kind 
9. Burr type V 
\-(\-x)P, 
0<x<\ 
4. Weibul l 1 - e' -dxP 
5. Inverse 
Weibull 
6. Burr type II 
0 < A- < 00 
. - * " " , 
0 < X <Q0 
O + f""^)"* 
1 p 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
p 
1 
1 
X 
(1-x) 
i\-x)P 
e-'xP 
Oe-^' 
1 1 
- 00 < JC < 0 0 
7. Burr type III (l + jc~''r* 
0 < X <Q0 
8. Bun- type IV [1 + (^^)V^]-^-
•1 1 1 
1 1 
0<k<c 
[l + c e - ' ^ " ^ ] - ^ -1 1 1 
nil <x< Till 
10. BuiT type VI [1 + c^"^''"''^]"^' 
- 00 <X < 00 
11. Burr Type VII 2~*(l + tanhx)^', -2'^ 1 1 
- 00 < X < 00 
,2 12. Burr type VIII (-tan"^ e^)^ 
n 
00 < X < 00 
-(Vl 
n 
1 
e X ' 
{\ + e''r^ 
(l + .x~')"^' 
[1 + (£^)1A]-^-
[l + ce-''^""']-^ 
•1 1 1 [\ + ce -ksinhxi-k 
(1 +tanhx) A-
(tan K^f 
13. BuiTtypelX 1 
c[(l + e'^)^-l] + 2 2 
00 < X < 00 
1 - ^ -1 
1 
{\ + e xV 
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2 2 
14. Bun-type X (\-e~^ f, -I 1 1 (l-e"- ' f 
0<x <oo 
15. Burr type XI U sin 2;n:) '^ -1 1 1 (.v smlm)^ 
In In 
0<x<\ 
x'' 
-m 16. Burr type XII l - ( l + 6!;c^)"'" 6 1 
0 <.v < 00 
.-, ^ u 1 1 - 1 1 1 , - 1 
17. Cauchy —+ —tan x — 1 tan x 
I n n 2 
- 00 < X < 00 
Remark 2.2: The theorem was proved by Khan and Abu-Salih( 1 989) 
for .v = /- + 1 
Remark 2.3; Pareto distribution {a = a" ,^ b = 0, c = -\, h(x) = x'^ ) 
and Burr type XII distribution {a = 0, b = 1, c = -m, h(x) = x^) were 
characterized by Khan and Ali (1987) at s = ( ^- i , i = 1, 2 (n ~ r). 
Remark 2.4: At c = l, it reduces to the result obtained by Franco and 
Ruiz(1997). 
Theorem 2.13 (Khan and Abouammoh, 2000): Under the conditions 
given in Theorem 2.1 land for \ < r s < n 
E[h{X,,r,)\Xr.,n=x]=h{x) + - ' j ^ - ^ - (2.11) 
a J^^in - j) 
if and only if F{x) = l-be'''^'^''K for a ^ 0 and b = e^^^^K 
Proof: For truncated distribution we have (2.11) 
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\-P fix) 
\-Q h'{x) 
Therefore at Q, = x, Pi = ^, Q = F(x), p = \ we have 
E[h{X,.„)\Xr.n =x]-E[h(X,_],ri)\^r.n = x] 
^ 
v'--j 
\h'ir)[F{y)r\\-Fiy)r' ^ = - — - (2.12) 
J ah{y) a(n-s + \) 
Using (2.12) recursively, we get (2.1 1). The sufficiency part may be 
proved from (2.12) using lemma 1.8.1 as 
\{h\x)\F{y)-F(x)r'-h\-F{y)r'^'dx = 
s-r-I r 
F{x)\ n-r 
a{n~s + \) 
Differentiating both sides (s - r) times partially w.r.t x. we get. 
h\x)l\-F{x)] = fix) 
or, \-F{x)=be''^^'\ b = c^^^"^ 
Remark 2.5: WeibuU distribution ia = 6. b = \, h(x) = x'') was 
characterized by Khan and Ali (1987) at s = r + i, i = 1, 2, ---, (n 
r). 
Theorem 2.14 (Khan and Abouammoh, 2000): Under the conditions 
given in theorem 2.11 and for 1 < r sSn 
r '^i E[h{Xr.n)lX,,„=y]=hiy) + -Y,-, a^O (2.13) 
if and only if, F{x) = be~'^^^^^ 
Remark 2.6: Examples based on theorem 2.13 and 2.14 may be 
obtained from Wu and Ouyang (1996) and Khan and Abu-Salih 
(1989. Tables on page 177 and 178). For adjacent order statistics 
E[h{Xr^\:n} I Xr:„ = x], and £[/ifX...,.„) I X.v.„ = v] 
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distributions given in (2.10) and (2.13) were characterized by Khan 
and Abu-Salih (1989) and Ouyang (1995). Also, please see the 
additional note [Sankhya, Ser A, 60 (1998), 150]. 
Remark 2.7: Burr type II at A; =1 is logistic distribution. Burr type 
XII at m = I is log-logistic and at /; = 1 it is Lomax distribution, 
power function at A = 1, /^  = 1 and beta of the first kind at /; = 1 are 
uniform distribution and Weibull a.i p = 2 is Rayleigh whereas at /; = 
1. it is exponential distribution. Therefore, these distributions are 
also characterized in this paper. Dimaki and Xekalaki's (1996) 
Theorem is direct consequence of Theorem 2.12 of Khan and Abu-
Salih (1989) at A7 = r + 1. 
3. Characterization through Record Values : 
Theorem 3.1 (Blaquez and Rebollo, 1997): Let F be a strictly increasing cdf 
which is k times different!able, such that, 
E[Xu,+k) I Xm) =x\=bx-¥ a —(3 .1) 
holds for certain a and b. Then except for location and scale 
parameters 
F(x) = 1 -\x\^ for. ;c£:[-l . 0] 
F(x) = 1 - exj?(-x), for, x € [0, co) 
Fix) = 1 - / for, X e [I x] 
where5= l-fc/^ fe/^ 
If h < 0, there is no cdf for which (3.1) holds. 
Proof: Let F be a cdf for which (3.1) holds and Q its quantile 
function, which is strictly increasing and W follows a standard 
negative exponential distribution then 
if 0 < ^ < 1 
[fb=\ 
if b>\ 
— (3.2) 
- (3.3) 
— (3.4) 
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(x^(0), ,XL(j))^iQi\-cxp{-W^o))), ,e(l-exp(-lVz.(y)))) 
and the joint density of W^,) and W^LO+A), with ()</</ + /: is 
f. J. (U-,.v) = Dj 1^ w' (s - w)^'"' exp(-v) // o<w< s < oo 
= 0 otherwise 
w i t h Dj h = ; 
It can be shown that if h <0, there is no cdf for which (3.1) holds. So 
we discuss the case b > 0. The condition (3.1) can be rewritten as 
-^—[Q{\-e-'){s-w)^~^e~'ds = {hQ{\-e-''') + a)e-
{k-\)\ 
w 
Differentiating k times both sides of (3.5), we obtain the following 
linear differential 
hH^^\w) = {-\)^{H{w)-acxY>{-w)) — (3.6) 
with. 
H{w) = Q{\ -exp(-w))exp(-w) 
If h - 1, we can assume a = 0. In this case, the linear differential 
equation (3.6) is homogenous and the solution are obtained by 
solving the associated polynomial equation hz'' = f-1 j ^ . 
A detailed analysis of the solution of (3.6) shows that the 
quantile functions satisfying (3.5) are of the form 
Q(u) = A(l - u)^" - (3.7) 
with. 6 h^^{\ - /?'^^y' and A/6 - 0 
where, A is a real number chosen in such a way that the condition YQ 
is monotone strictly increasing] holds, From (3.7) and depending on 
the values of b, we obtain the cdf% (3.2) and (3.4). If /? = 1. then a > 
0 and a particular solution of (3. 7) is 
HQ{W) = —wexp(-w) 
A. 
and the quantile function which are solution of (3.5), are of the form 
e(«) = A-fiog(i-«) 
k 
which except for location and scale parameters is the quantile 
function corresponding to (3.3). 
Remark 3 .1: If in theorem we consider the case of adjacent record 
values k = 1, we obtain the characterization given in Nagaraja 
(1997). 
Theorem 3.2 (Blaquez and ReboIIo, 1997): Let F be a strictly 
increasing ct// which is k times differentiable such that: 
E[Xu,>\Xw^k)=x] = cx+d — (3. 8) 
holds for certain c and d, and / > 0. Then, except for location and 
scale parameters. 
F(x) = 1 - exp(-x), for x € [0, x.), if 0 < c <^ y 
Fix) - 1 - exp{- exp(x)), for x € f-x, x)), if c = X 
Fix) = 1 - exp(- (xf), for x € (-x, 0], if c > 1 
with. 6 = (r-(i + k)y and r the unique real root greater than /: - 1 of 
the equation 
c 
If c < 0, there is no cdf for which (3.8) holds. 
Corollary 3.1: If f is A: times differentiable, and for certain non 
negative integer /, the conditional expectations E[XL(i-t-k) I XUD] and 
E[Xu,i I Xui+k)] are both linear then, except for location and scale 
parameters, F is the cdf of an exponential distribution. 
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Notation: By SAP (X, y) denote the exponential distribution with the 
Pdf 
fix) = Aexp(-AU - y))/(y,oo) (x). 
where A>() and y are some real constants. By NGifi.y) denote the 
negative Guinbel distribution with the pdf 
fix) = pcxpipix-r))expie-P^''-^^). 
where/3 >0 and/ are some real constants. By NFid;Y,a) denote the negative 
Frechet distribution with the pdf 
. ^ Oix-y) fi^) = — TT-rexp ' x-y ] 
(a - x) 0-1 a-x (-«>.«) 
U). 
where 6 >0 and a, y are some real constants such that a - 7 > 0. 
By Wid;^,y) denote the WeibuU distribution with the pdf 
fix) _eix-p) e-\ 
ir-^y 
-exp 
I x-p ^ 
[r-i^ (M.°°) 
(x). 
where 6 >0andp,Y are some real constants such thaty > p. 
Theorem 3.3 ( Dembinska and Wesolowski, 2000): Let X], X:. --- be iid rvs 
with a continuous df such that £(]i?,„+^.|)<oo, where m and k are fixed 
positive integer. If E{Rfn+k\ R,n)^aR,n+b , for some real numbers a 
and b , then only the following three cases are possible. 
1. a=\ and Xj ~ SAP(X, y) where X = k'b > 0 and y is an arbitrary 
real number. 
2. a>\ and Xi~PAR (0: p, SJ, where 0=V^/(Va-l)>l, d" 6 fa-U and u 
is a real number such that p - S > 0 
3) 0 < a < l and X^~PdW (6: p, v ) whereO = Va/(l-Va'), v = b/\-a and // 
is a real number such that p - v. 
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Theorem 3 .4(Dembinska and Wesolowski , 2000):Let Xi, X2. --- be 
ad rv.v with a cont inuous df such that £:^/?,„|)< 00, where m is a 
posi t ive integer . If for some posit ive integer k 
where c and d are real numbers , then only the fo l lowing three cases 
are poss ible 
= 1 and Xi ~ NG{p,y), 
< c <\ and Xj ~ NF{d;Y,a), 
> 1 andX] ~W(0;p,7). 
Theorem 3.5 (Ather et al., 2003): Let X be an abso lu te ly cont inuous 
random var iable with df F(x) and pdff(x) on the suppor t (a, P), where 
a and p may be finite or infinite. Then for r < s 
E[Rs\Rr=x\ = a*x + b* --- (3.9) 
if and only if 
F{x) = [ax + bf xe{a,p) 
where, a = 
( \S-r 
c + 1 
, and b =-i(>-/) (3.10) 
•/A 
Proof: Firs t we will prove (3.10) implies (3.9) . we ha^jd^-'\^^^ 
\ '--c. • ' \ 
F{x)=iax + b\'-
f{x) = -ac[ax-\-b] 
Now. from 
c-l 
f[Rs\Rr=x]^— -[-logF(v) + logF(.v)}' 
- / 
ns-r) Fix) 
p 
F,,.M.v-'--l /(.V) we have, £[/?, I/?, = x] = — f y[-logF(v) + logF(.v)]-^- '- '4=^Jv 
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Let. t - log 
then R.H.S is, 
( ax + b^ 
ay + b 
ar{s-r){ax + b)'- Q 
which reduces to 
-j(cty~h(ax + b)e-'f"\{ajc + h)e'' -b]iax + b)e -I dl 
( c V'-'' 
c + 1 
b 
x + -
a 
f c y-' 
c + \ 
1 
and hence the if part. 
To prove (3.10) and (3 .9) , we have 
p 
- ^ f > ' [ - l o g F ( y ) + l o g F ( x ) r ' 
as-/-) 
^ — ay = a x + h 
Fix) • 
Now set,F{x) = e~' andF{y) = e ^"^'^\ then _ , , - ( « + v) 
ns-r) 
— lF-\e'^"^'hu'-''-^e-"du=a*F-\e-') + b' 
0 
Se{.G[v) = F'\e~'') to get 
JGiu + v)^du = G{v) + 
1 
where . fiidu) = u'-''-\-"dii 
T{s - r)a 
Let- \G{u + v)n(du) = G(v) + e*, a.e.[L] for ite R+[0,oo) 
R + 
(3.1 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
where G./?+ ^ / ? = (-00,00) is a locally integrable Borel measurable function and p 
IS a a-finite measure on R+ with p({0})<l then 
Y + a'[l - cxpirjx)] a.e.[L]if rf^i) 
G(x) = ' 
[r + P'x a.e.[L]if 77=0 
where a',p',Y' are constants and 77 is such that 
(3.15) 
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(3.16) 
Now since (3.13) is of the form (3.14), and therefore in view of 
(3.14), (3.15) and (3.16), 
we get 
G(v) = r + a\\-e^'') if ri^O 
Thus atrj^i), 
G{y) = F-\e''') = y + a'{\-e'^') 
or, e~^' = F[r + a'i\-e'^'')] 
Let z = r + a\\-e'^'') 
and therefore. 
f{z) = z-y 
a 
= [az + bY 
w 
, 1 , a' + y 1 
here, o = — ; , b = j-^-, c = — 
a a 
Now to obtain a and b , we note from (3.6) that 
This along with (3.13) and (3.17) gives 
1 * 
a =• 
' c ^ 
(I-^) s-r yC + lj 
Further at, v = 0, we have from (3.14) and (3.15) 
JG{u)^idu) = G{0) + c* 
or. G(0) + c* = j ( r + a'-aV'^')/i(d[x) 
7 + 
b y + a 
* * 
a a 
a 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
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i.e. {y + a')= " ^ 
\-a 
From (3.10) and (3.17) 
. h h" 
( y + « ) = — = — s r 
a \-a 
* /? * 
and hence / ; = — ( 1 - a )as required 
a 
For. n = 0 from (3.15) 
G(v) = F ' ^ ^ - ^ ) = r+ /3v 
or. F(z) = ^-^^'-^) 
where . 
Therefore, 
A = -^, r = /^  
F(z) = 1 - A(z-/i) ai' c -> -oo(r^  _> 0) 
- - Z + ^ 
c c 
i c 
= [flZ + fcf 
where . A , c + A/i 
o = — , b = —, c —> -oo 
c c 
y - r 
o = 
c + 1 -^ 1 as, c -^ -"" 
, * b b = — 
f c V-'-
c + 1 
- 1 
Let ~— = f implying c = 
1-r 
Therefore, ^ = - ^ ± ^ - ^^^"^^^^^^ 
fl A (1-OA 
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and. b = —— 
{t - 1)A 
Differentiating numerator and denominator separately w.r.t t and 
taking limit as t ^ \ , we get 
, * s -r h = A 
The values of a and h at 77=0 could have also been obtained from 
(3.12), (3.13), (3.15) and (3.16) as earlier and hence the theorem. 
4.Characterization through generalized Order Statistics 
Theorem 4.1(Khan and Alzaid, 2004): Let X be an absolutely 
continuous random variable with df F(x) and pdf f(x) on support (a. 
P) where a and P may be finite or infinite. Then for r < s 
E[X{s,n,m,k)\ X{r,n,m,k) = x]=a x + h ---(4.1) 
if and only if 
F{x)={ax + bf xe{a,p) ---(4.2) 
, * ^ c[k + im + \)in-r-j)] 
where a =Y\ 1=1 <^ [^  + ('^ ' + ^)(" - ' ' - ; ) ] +1 
I , * b * 
and, b =—(1-a ) ... (43; 
Proof: First we will prove that (4.2) implies (4.1). 
We have, 
Fix)=[ax + bf, xe(a,P) 
f{x) = -ac[ax + bf-'^ 
Now from. 
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/ .vir(yi-^) = 
Cs-\ 
{s-r-\)\Cr-\{m + \Y 
1 -
m+\ s-r-\ F(y) 
Fix) 
k+(m+\){n-s)-l 
Fix) 
W e h a v e 
E[Xis,n,m,k)\Xir,n,m,k)^x] = 
^i-1 
c , _ , ( i - / - - l ) ! ( m + l ) ^ - ' ' ^ i ' - r- l J • Fix) 
s-i--\ 
Fjy) 
Fix) 
fc+(m+l)(n-i)-l 
Fix) ' (4.4) 
Set u = -^— 
Fix) 
(^s-i 
ay + b 
ax + b 
, then the R.H.S. reduces to 
^l 
Let It '""^ ^ = t, then we get 
u^'''iax + b)-b [ l_ j , '«+l ]^- ' - l , /+( '«+l ) («-^) - l^« 
E[Xis,n,in,k) I Xir,n,m,k)]=a x + h 
where 
b ( l - O ) 
a 
and * a - • •s-\ 
C r _ i U - r - l ) ! ( m + l) ^ J ' 
J \+c\k+im+\)in-s >\ 
c(w+l) ( i -o -^~ ' - ' j / 
which gives, 
a* = r f t^/: + (m +1)(« - /- - ;)] 
^^1 c[k + (m +1)(77 - r - j)] + I 
after simplification. Hence the if part. 
To prove that (4.1) implies (4.2), we have from (4.4 
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c ,_ , ( i - r - l ) ! (m + l) 
P 
^ J : (ny)r' 
-[S-r-l 
V ' ^ W ; 
F{y) 
Fix) 
k+{in+l){n-s)-\ 
^ — ay =a x + h 
Fix) • 
Set Fix) = e " and Fiy) = e "^"^ ^^ to get, 
t ' . v - l M("i + 1) i - s ' - r - l 
,_ , ( .v- / - l ) ! (m + l ) ^ - ' - ' {) 
ff'-l[e'"*""^^'Mll-f""^"''^"l 
. -"f^ '^(" '+ '^("- '^ 'U.=aF-i( .- ' )+/; ' 
W -v> Further , if we set Giv)-F 'ie ' '),we get 
\Giu + v)iJidu) = Giv) + ^ ---(4.^) 
where 
IJ(du) = Cs-\ [\- g-'iim+\)Y-r-\ ^~u[k + un+\)(n-s)]^^^ 
a Cr-iis-r-\)\im + \f 
Equat ion (4.5) is of the form (3.15) with c =—;^  and therefore 
(4.6) 
at ;? ^ 0 , 
- 1 / - V Giv) = F-'ie-" ) = r +a'i\-€">') 
or. 
e " = F[Y + a'i\-e'^'')] 
Let z = Y + a'i\-e^'') 
Tlierefore, 
F{z) = 1- z-r 
a 
= [az + bY 
1 , a + 7 _ 1 
where, a = — r , t> = ^—, c- — 
a a ri 
(4 .7) 
Now to see the re la t ionsh ip between a ,h and a, b, c , we have from 
(3.16) and(4 .6) 
c^-]B(s-r, -+n-s) 
Putt ing ?7 = — and solving, we get, 
c 
s-r 
a = I I c[k + {m + \){n-r- j)] 
y c{k + (m + \){n-r - ;)] +1 
as desired. 
For h^,v^e have from (3 .14) at v = 0, 
G{0) + c* = JG{u)n{du) 
0 
This in view of (3.15) and (4.6) atrj ^0 reduces to, 
b y + a 
a a 
Therefore, h" =—(l-o*) in view of (4.7) . 
a 
Further, iorr\ =Q 
G{v) = F~he-'') = Y+f5'v 
or 
where 
F(z) = e 
1 
-A(c-//) 
A = 
P' IJ=y 
Therefore , 
F{z) = 1- Uz-^i)' as c —> oo 
= [az + h]' 
where 
Thus, 
To find / ; . we 
a = — , 
c 
* 1 a =1 
have, 
b = 
c• +A/i 
as c —> oo 
as c —> °<: 
« 0 
r P'Cs-S-] n-s — 
/ 
« a Cr_i ( i - r - l ) ! (m + l) ^•-''+1 m + 1 
m + 1 A;J +1 
where 'V{x) = —\ogT{x) [cf. Gradshteyn and Ryzhik , 1980,p.538] 
ax 
Since [cf. Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980,p.945] 
^>{x-n)-^{x) = -J^ 
k^\ x-k 
Therefore , 
h y s-r 
«• fl^ «'^^(W + l ) y = l ( „ _ ^ ) + _ _ ^ _ ^ -
w + 1 
Since ,-/* -^1 as c->oo 
hence, 
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"'41 
^p]k + {n-r-j)(m + \) 
Lemma 4.1: For y , ^y , and c any real number 
1- ^ 
'^ '^ ^ n(r;-r/)a+cy/; 
j = r+\ 
= c 
/--I n /^,(l + c-y,) 
Theorem 4.2(Khan and Alzaid , 2004) : Let X be an absolutely 
con t inuous rv with dfF{x) and pdf f(x) on suppor t (a, (3) where a and 
P may be finite or infinite. Then for 1 < r < s < n 
E[X(s.ihmA) I X{r,n.m.k) = .x]=a*x + h* 
if and only if 
F(x)=[ax + hf xeia.fi) 
where 
and 
/=n cYi 
,=r+i(^ + ^ r/) 
Some examples: for both the theorems 
\. Power function distribution 
F{x) = ' V - .V 
\v-\i 
-.v + -
V -\1 V -\1 
^ <x<v 
v-n 
b = 
v-^ 
b* =v(\-a*) 
c = e 
= n^<.. 
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2. Pareto d i s tr ibut ion 
F{x) = 
x + S x + 
5 \ 
J \ fi + d ^J + S ^ 
5 
/J < X < °° 
jj+d' /7 + 5 ' 
3. Exponent ia l d i s tr ibut ion 
c = -e 
x> jJ 
Mx-^) ~\C 
C r 
C —> oo 
* 
a = "'-T1 A /=r+i yi 
4. Let h(x) be a monotonic function of x. 
Then E[h(Xi s,n,m,k))\ h{x{r,n,m,k)) = x\= a*hix) + h* 
if and only if 
F{x)=[ah{x) + h\-' 
with the same a and b^ as given in (4.3) and (4.8). 
Therefore, the following more examples may be appended [Khan and 
Abouammoh, 2000]. 
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Distributions F(x) 
1. Power functions l -« -^ 
0< X <a 
2. Pareto a^x-P 
0<X < 00 
a 
a-P 
aP 
a 
a-P 
-1 
a 
-1 
b 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
c 
1 
1 
P 
-1 
-P 
P 
h(x) 
xP 
x-P 
-1 
.V 
xP 
A' 
X 3. Beta of the first kind (1 - x) P , 
0<x<\ 
4. Weibull cKpl-Oix-^)P]. -0 c 1 -x {x-fi)P 
X>fJ 
5. Inverse Weibull \-exp{-exP), -1 1 1 ,.-«*"^' 
0<X < 00 
6. Burr type Xll {\ + dxPr"\ 6 1 ^m .x-P 
0 <A: <oo 
7. Cauchy l-ltm~^x - 1 1 
-co < X < 00 
tan .V 
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CHAPTER-IV 
CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH LINEAR 
REGRESSION ON A PAIR OF ORDER STATISTICS 
1. IntroductionrCharacterization of probability distribution through 
conditional expectations conditioned on two order statistics, are 
discussed in this chapter. 
Khan et at. (1986) characterized the logistic distribution. 
Balasubramaniam and Beg (1992) characterized distributions by 
conditioning on a pair of order statistics. Balasubramaniam and Day 
(1997) studied characterization problems for general distributions 
using the doubly censored mean function -
m(x, y) = E ( X \ x <X <y). 
Khan et al. (2001) characterized probability distributions through 
conditional expectations of functions of two order statistics. Khan and 
Athar (2002) characterized distributions by conditioning on a pair of 
order statistics. Khan and Athar (2003) characterized through 
conditional expectations of a function of order statistics conditioned 
on two order statistics and expressed in terms of weighted mean 
functions of conditioned order statistics. 
2.Characterization through Order Statistics: 
The doubly truncated logistic distribution is given as 
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w here Q and (1-P)(Q<P) are proportions of truncation on left and right 
Q P 
respectively and (2i ='^'^7777''i ^ '"^TTp-
The moments a S and a'j-l^'^^ are given as 
(r-l)!(/7-/-)!.j 
«r;^ ;-;; =Q„.:/, J \xJy''{Fix)Y-\F{y)-F{x)Y-''-^{]-F(y)}''-\f{x)f(x)dxdx 
m X 
n\ , l < / - < . v < / 7 . 
where C^ v« = ana 
'•'•^ {r-ms-r-\y.{n-sV. Qi < x < y < Fi 
Theorem 2.1(Khan et a/.,1986): For symmetrically truncated logistic 
distribution with 2<r<n-\ 
{k)_^(k) ( /7-I) PQ ^^(k) (k) 
(^r-.n -^r-\:n-\ (r-1) (/>_0 2 («r_l:„-2 "r-2:n-2^ 
( . - l ) ( P - 0 ' - ' " - ' " " * ^ ' ^ 
where 
Ci = A: = -z , Pi = z 
e = FU) = F(-z). P = F{z) --- (2.2) 
Theorem 2.2 (Khan er a/.,1986): Let X be a continuous random 
variable having a symmetric df F(x) and pdf f(x) with E(X) < ao 
If 0 < F(x) < 1 for - 00 < X < 00, then 
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Fiz) = {\ + e ••) ' 
if and only if for I < r < n - 3 
r^ , v - V ._ ^_2zF{z)[\-FU)\ 1 
E[X,,,.,„\X,,, --z,X,^3:„ _ z j - |2;r(,)_i,2 \2Fiz)-\\ 
- (2.3) 
Proof: Note that as a convention (Khan et a/., 1983) 
Xn:n-\=P\, "^1 
X():„=0i. «>() 
and therefore. 
«1:0=^1 a"d «():() =Qi 
and for symmetric distribution 
aj-i =0 and a2:2 =~cti;2 
Thus the necessary part follows from (2.1) and (2.2) at r = 2, n-2 and 
k=l. 
To prove the sufficiency part, we have from (2.3) 
J >'[F(z)-F(y)]/(yMy = z[F(z)][l-F(z)]-t^^Mzll . 
Differentiating both sides w.r.t. z and solving we get 
FU)\\-F{z)]-fU) = (). 
The solution of which leads to 
F{z) = {\ + e-'-)-^ 
and hence the proof. 
Theorem 2.3 (Balasubramaniam and Beg, 1992):Let g be a non 
constant continuous function over (a,b) with finite expectation. 
E[g(X)]. By a suitable choice of g for some functions G over (a, b) and 
for some positive integers r and s, 1 < r + l < s < n 
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s-r + l 
£ U ( ^ / : n ) l ^ r : « = v-'X,.„=vl 
i-r 
G{x) + G{y) for every .x,ye {a,h) 
if and only if g and G are bounded, increasing and con t inuous . 
Theorem 2.4 (Balasubramanian and Beg , 1992) : Let X be a random 
var iable with cdf F(x) and density function f(x) and let f(x) be 
con t inuous in the support of the densi ty, then the condi t ional 
d i s t r ibu t ion of Xj.,, given Xr.,, = x and X,.„ = y, \ < r / s < // is 
uncondi t iona l d is t r ibut ion of X .^, ,- ,-/ t runcated to the left at x and to 
the r ight at y. 
E[h{Xj.j,)\Xr.n = x,X,,,j = y\= E[h{X j_,.:s-r-0^ ^ ^ X j-r.s-r-\ ^ vj 
and — (2.4) 
Theorem 2.5 (Balasubramanian and Dey , 1997 ) : Let X be a random variable 
with cdf F(x) and df f(x) and let/fxj be continuous in the support of the density. 
Then. 
2g{x)g{y) 
E[o{X)\x<X<y] = 
if and only if g{x) = 
g{x) + 8{y) for eveiy .v, y x < y 
,where g(-) is a positive function with continuous 
F(x) + a j 
deri\ati\e and a and b are constants. 
Lemmnia 2.1(Khan et al., 2001): Conditional d i s t r ibu t ion of (X^.„,X^ 
given A',..„ =.v and Xs:r,=y, l<r<j<k<s<n. is uncondi t iona l 
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distribution of (Xj^r-.s-r-l^k-ns-r-O truncated to the left at x and 
the right at y. 
L e m m a 2 . 2 ( K h a n et al., 2 0 0 1 ) : Fo r l < r < i < / 7 , n = l , 2 . . . 
to 
p\ n 
^ W ^ ( f f i ' ( . v . v ) | f * ( . v ) T ' - l [ F * ( v ) - F U ) l 
(.V - r) i •' dx •v-r 
[\-F*{y)]"-'f\y)dydx 
where g(x,y) is a measurable function of (x,y). 
The doubly truncated/;(//• of continuous random variable is denoted as 
where F{QO = Q' F{Pi) = P 
and the df is 
P* , F{x)-Q 
F {x) 
P-Q 
L e m m a 2 . 3 ( K h a n et al., 2 0 0 1 ) : F o r l < A - < i < 7 7 , n = l , 2, ... and 
F(x)=ah(x) + b where a,b,c^^) are finite constants and h(x) is 
differential function of x in the interval (oc,P). 
EhiXr.,n,X,,^)]=EU{X,_y^„,X,.„)]+^f^E[hiX,^,,„^,)] 
{n + l)a 
where g(x,y) = h(x).h(y) 
Theorem 2.6 (Khan et al., 2001): For any continuous and 
differentiable function h ( ) and m = s ~ r - I. \ < r < s < n, p q 
w i t h g(x,y) = h(x).h(y) 
E[g{Xf-+ n:n'^r+q:n)^ ^r:n -^'^s:n - >'J 
^m-p + 2){m-q + l)h^{x) + p{q + \)h^{y) + {(p + q)m-2q{p-\)]h.{x)h{y) 
(m + l)(m+2) 
if and only if, 
F(x) = ah(x) + b, a <x<^ 
with F(a) = 0 and F(p) = 1. 
Proof: For the necessary part, we have, 
£ [ ^ ( X r + p : n ' ^ r + l : n ) ' ^ r : n =^^^s:n = vj 
= 4g(^p- .m'^g- .m)l^^ ^p:m < ^q:m ^ vJ 
from Lemma 2 . 1 . But from Lemma 2.3 for F{x) - ah{x)-^h, 
' ^ ^ {m + \)a 
where Ffjcj = g and F{y} = P . 
Since £[/7(XO:OT)] = ^ U ) , g(x, y) = h(x).h(y) ,at p = 7, we have 
£[ /7 (X i . „ , ) . /? (X^ .„ j ) j - , .V -y -L"V-^ 
Writing recurs ive ly , we have 
E 
(w + 1) ^ 
' ^ ^ (m + 1) ^ 
Also, since (All and Khan, 1997) 
£[«X„„)]-£[MX,_„„)]=^MzMf), 
(/n+l) 
(m + 1) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
( 2 . 8 ) 
2.9: 
(2.10) 
- - (2.11) 
Hence, in a view of (2 .7) , (2 .10) , the relat ion (2.5) is es tabl i shed. To 
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prove sufficiency part , we have,from the lemma (2.1) ,(2.2) and (2 .3) . 
E[^{Xp.,n,X )\-E[g{Xp_i,,,i,X ,,„)\=-^ r - ^ ^ k x , / + l : m + l ) . 
That is. 
vn 
m\ \ \h\t\)h{t2: 
ip-^VXq- py-i.i'n-q)\[F{y)-F{x)\"^ \. \ 
\F{t^)-F(x)f-\F{t2)-F{t^)f-''\F{y)-F{t2)f~'' f{t2)d^dt2 
(m + l)![F(y)-f-(.v)] I f,..,^, . ^,,,0 
\i^(f)\F{t)- F{x)\'. 
q\{m-q)\{m + \)a yF{\)-Fix)]'""^^ . 
\F{y)-F{t)f'f{t)dr 
Different iat ing both sides (m-q+l) t imes w.r.t. v. we get 
y 
;]h'it^)[Firi)- F{x)f'\F{y)- Fit^)\''~P clt^ (p-lV.{q-p) 
= - [F(v) -F( .v ) ]^ 
q-
Different ia t ing again both sides w.r.t y, (q-p+J) t imes , we get 
{q-p)my}[F{y)-F{x)]P-^ (p-mq-p) 
= ^^^^^^^^^^^iny)-Fm^-^fiy^ 
=>a/?'(v) = / (v ) =^ F{y)=ah{y)+h, 
where a and b satisfy the initial condit ion of df F(y). This proves th( 
theorem. 
Remark 2 .1: At p = 0, after noting that XQ.„ =Q^ =.V. 
4 ( ^ . . , : „ ) I X,,, = X,X,„ = , ] . (^!Lll±i)HvHVHv) 
(m + 1) 
Also at q = s - r and X„,+i..,„ =Pi = _y, 
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:[/7(X,+/,.„)IX,.„=.v,X,.„=y]= (m - p + \)h{x) + ph{y) {m + \) 
as obtained by Khan and Athar (2001). 
Theorem 2.7 (Khan and Athar, 2002):For any continuous and 
diffeientiable function //( ) and \< r < s < n 
£[/7(X,+i.„)IA:,.„=x,X,.„ = y] 
))i-i 
--X(-n'/^^ 
/=0 
{m - j)c 
(m-i)c iJ'Qif'J - j)<^'+ • n "> 1 7 
if and only if 
Fix) = 1 -[ah{x) + hf, a<x < [i 
where a and p are such that Ffaj = 0, F(P) = 1 
and m = s-r-1, P2 =——-, 0.2 = 
(2.13 
P-Q ~^ P-Q 
a : 0. fm-i)c i^ 0, (m-i)c +\ ± 0 for, / = 0, 1,2, ---, m-\. 
Proof: First we will prove that (2.13) implies (2.12). We have (All and 
Khan. 1997), 
/«-n^ 
£[//( A-...„ )]-£[/7(X,.„_l)]= - ' \h\x)[F{x)\''\\ - £(.v)j"-^/.v (2.14; 
21 
For doubly truncated distribution function (2.13) at Q\ =x and P[ = y, it 
can be seen that 
j _ , , _ ah{x)+h ... . (2.15 
cah\x) 
Therefore, replacing F(x) in (2.14) by expression as given in (2.15 
and noting (Ali and Khan, 1997) that 
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£[MX,.„)]-£[;.(X,_|;„)]= < n > 1 
/' -
(2.16) 
we have. 
That is. 
rnc mca 
* X w „ ) ] = - ^ / ^ 2 £ N ^ i . . - i ) L + - ^ Q 2 M . v ) - - - ^ - (2.17) 
(/;«:•+1) (mc + 1) a (mr+ l ) 
But since from (2.4) 
£[/j(X,+,:„)IX,;„=.v,X,:„=y]=£[/)(Xi.„)l.v<X,:„, < v ] . / » = .V - / -
- - (2.18) 
Therefore, writ ing (2.17) recurs ively , we establish (2 .12) . To prove 
(2.12) implies (2 .13) , we have 
V 
-j/?(0[F(y)-F(0]'"~V(0^' m 
\F{y)-F{x)\ m 
(-1) HI 
+ 
\-F(y) 
F{y)-F{x) 
\-F{x) 
F{y)-F{x) 
h{y)Y\^^ 
m-\ 
M.x)X(-l)' 
(=0 
F{y) 
F{y) - F{x) 
jnr {m-i)c 
- X (-1)' 
a • /=0 
F{y) 
F{y)-F{x) 
J /=o^'"~-^^^'^ 
1 1^ {m-j)c n {.m-i)c ^J-Q{m- i)c-*r\ 
Different iat ing both the sides w.r.t. x and rearranging, we get 
h' 
-fix) h{x) + •ll-F{x)]ch\x) 
fix) cah{x) 
\-F{x) ah{x) + b 
Therefore, F{x) = \-[ah{x) + hf 
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Theorem 2.8 (Khan and Athar, 2002): Under the condi t ions given in 
theorem 2.7 and for \ < r s < n, m s-r-l 
E[h(X,^^.,,)\X,.„ =.v,X,.„ = y] 
= (-l)'V,'"/7(v) + e 7 / ^ U ) S ( - l ) ' / ^ . ' + - ! ( - ! ) ' - -P^ - (2.19) 
^ • " ,To ^ ^',=0 ( ' " - ' ^ " 
if a n d o n l y if 
F{x) = \-he-"''^''\ a<x<p 
with 
F(a) = 0. and F(P) - 1 
for a r 0, (m - i) ^ 0 , i - 0, 1, 2, —. (m ~\). 
Proof: To prove necessi ty , note that 
Fix) = 02 - —rr 
ah'(x) 
Using the re la t ion (2 .14) and (2.16), it can be shown that 
ma 
which on wri t ing recursively and noting the re la t ion given in (2 .18) , 
one can es tabl ish (2 .19) . 
To prove suff iciency, proceed on the lines of theorem 2.7 and 
different ia te both sides w.r.t. x, we get 
-inh(x)\F{y)-F(x)y"''^f{x) 
m-1 
= 0 + [l-F{x)]h\x)J^{-l)'[\-F{y)\'[F{y)-F{x)]' 
i=0 
m-l 
- f{x)h{x)'£ {-\)'[l- F(y)]'[F{y)- F{x)\"'~'-^ 
m-l 
- [ 1 - F{x)]h{x)f{x) j ; ( - l ) ' ( m - / - 1)11 - F{y)]'[F{y) - F{x)]"'-'-' 
1=0 
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fM m-l J^{-\)'\l-F(y)]'[F{y)-F{x)] m-i-l 
(=0 
which on solving yields 
= -ah (A) 
l - F ( A ) 
giving Fix) = \-be -ah(x) 
Theorem 2.9 (Khan and Athar, 2002): Under the conditions given in 
theorem 2.7 and for 1 < r s < n, m .v-r-1 
E[h{X,_^,„)\X,,„=x,X,,„=y] 
III I , III-] i (-i)'"Q>(-v)n77:^+^3/Hv) X (-i)'ei n {m~ j)c /^,(/c+i) •• • , r o ' • 7 = V ' " - ^ > + ' 
" 1 = 0 
{III - i)c 
{m - i)c j^^ini - j)c + 1 
if and only if 
F{x) = ]-[ah{x) + hf . a < x </] 
where a and /^ are such that F(a) = 0, F{/]) = 1, 
0 P 
where Q^=-^^, P3 = P-Q -' P-Q 
a ± 0, (m-i)c ^ 0, (m-i)c +\ ^ 0 for, / = 0, 1,2, ---, m-l. 
Proof: The theorem can be proved on the lines of theorem 2.7 or else 
by noting the fact that the conditional distribution ofX,+]„ 
given X,-.„ =jc and X .^.„ = y from F( ) is the same as the conditional 
distribution of X„_r_n given X„_^+i.,j =.v and X„_r+i-r, =y from \-F( ) 
Therefore, replacing 1-P by Q ,\-Q by P, .v by y and y by x in theorem 
2.7. we have 
/ ; 
K-5^i^''-2^ 
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• i . _y -.• / 
Elh{Xn-r.n) I ^n-s+l.n = -^ . ^n-r+l:n = v] 
'" ic v . ,.-^.VT ("'-y> 
, = 0 ( '»-/)c' ^^„( ' / /- , /)r (I ,, " (/// - l)C , _ , , ( « / - / ) ( ' + 
if and only if F{x) = \-\\-{ah{x) + h)''\=\ah{x) + hf 
Now replacing (n-s+\) by r and fn-r+l j by s, Theorem is proved. 
Theorem 2.10 (Khan and Athar,2004): For any monotonic continuous 
and differentiable function h ( ) and m= A-r-1,1 <r s <n, i 7, 2, ---, m 
r „ 1 (m-i + \)h{X) + ih(y) ^ ^^ 
(m +1) 
if and only if 
F{x) = ah(x) + h , a<x<p --- (2.21) 
with, F{a.) = 0, and F(P) = 1 
Proof: To prove (2.21) implies (2.20) ,we have for F(x) = ah(x) + h{A\\ 
and Khan, 1997), 
E[h{X,„)]-E[h{Xi_y,n)] = - ^ ^ -- (2.22) 
{m + l)a 
where P = F(y), Q = F(x), and P-Q=a[h(y)-h(x)]. 
Writing (2.21) recursively and noting that 
E[h{XQ.,,)]=E[h{Q^)]=h{x) -- (2.23) 
and E[h{X,^i,„)\X,,„ = x,X,,^ = y]= E[h{Xi,„,)\x< X,,„ < x] -- (2.24) 
the result follows. 
To prove (2.20) implies (2.21), we have from (2.20) 
E[h{Xr + r.n)\Xr.n = ^ ^^s:n = y]= h{x) + ~-^\h{y) -h{x)\ 
{m +1) 
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^ ^ 1 4 M X , + , . „ ) I X , . „ =x,X,,„ = x]-h{x) \^[h{y)-h{.x)] 
Similarly, 
^ ^ 1 E[h{X,+i^y„)\Xr.n = x,X ,,„ = y]-h{x) \ =\h{y) - h{x)\ 
(2.2?! 
/ -
(2.26) 
From (2.25) and (2.26), 
( / -1) | £[/7(X,+,.„)IX,.„ =.v.X,.„ = . V ] - 4 M X , + , _ , . „ ) I X , . „ =A-,X, .„ = V] \ 
This in view of (2.4) reduces to 
E[h{X,^,_^,„)\X,.n =A-,X,.„ =v]-/7(.v) 
(/ -1) ^ m ^' 
v ' - - y . 
f//(0 
m! 
( / -2)!(m-/ + l) - ;  l)!-' 
F{t) - Fix) 
F{y)-F{x) 
Fit) - Fix) 
Fiy)-Fix) 
/-I 
1-2 
Fiy)-Fit) 
F(y)-Fix) 
Fiy)-Fit) 
Fiy)-Fix) 
in-i+\ 
dt 
in-i + \ fit) 
Fiy)-Fix) dt-hix) 
I.e. m! (/-2)!(m-/• + !) J/j'(0[F(0 - Fix)]-^ [Fiy) - Fir)T-'^^dt 
= ~~~^——r'\h{t)[F{t) - Fix)]-^ [Fix) - F ( f ) f - ' - ' fit)dt - hix)[Fi V) - Fix)]" ( / -2)!(m-/ + !)!•' 
Different ia t ing both sides (m-i+2) t imes w.r.t. y. we get 
h'ix)[Fiy) - Fix)]'-^ = hiy)[Fiy) - Fix)]''" / ( v ) - hix)[Fiy) - Fix)]''^ fiy) 
That IS. h'iy)[Fiy)-Fix)] = [hiy)-hix)]fix) 
fiy) ^ h'jy) 
Fiy)-Fix) hiy)-hix) 
log[F( v) - Fix)] = log[hiy) - hix)] + log a 
Fiy)-Fix) = a[hiy)-hix)] 
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i.e. F{x) = ah{x) + h 
where h sat isf ies ini t ials condi t ions of a df. F(x). This proves the 
theorem. 
Remark 2.2: At / = 1, ,v = /- + 2, m + s-r-\ = ] 
E[h(X,^^,,)\X,,n =-V,X,-^2 = .v]= E[h{X)\x<X < y]= (^-^ ') + ^ (>'^  
and also in view of 
J^E[h(Xj,„)\Xr:„=x.X,.^=y]=E[h{X)\x<X<y] 
we have 
. .v-i 
as obtained by Ba lasubramaniam and Beg (1992) . 
Remark 2.3 : At .v = « +1, X^+i-^ = y = j8, m = n- r, 
(/? - r + 1) 
as given by Franco and Ruiz (1997) . 
Fur ther diiy = p. Fip) = ah{p) + h = l h{p) = ^ —^ 
Therefore r .h .s . of (2.27) is 
{n~r-i + \)h{x) i {\-h) 
( n - r + 1 ) (/1-r + l) a 
if and only if 
Fix) = -ah{x) + (l-h) 
= \-[ah{x) + h] 
as obtained by Khan and Abouammoh (2000). At i = 1. the result was 
given by Khan and Abu-Sa l ih (1989). 
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Remark 2.4: At r=0, XQ-n =x = a, m = s-\ 
£[/7(X,„)IX,,, = v] = {s-i)h{a) + ih{y) 
as given by Franco and Ruiz (1997) 
Now since F{a) = cili(a) + b = {) 
Hence. £[/7(X,.„) I X,.„ = y] = -h{y) {s-i)b 
s a 
as obtained by Khan and Abouammoh (2000) at c = l. 
Further, at .v = / + F the result was derived by Khan and Abu-Salih 
( 1989). 
Remark 2.5: Beg and Balasubramaniam (1990) have characterized df 
Fix) through 
. v - l 
J^h{X,,„)\X,,,,=x 
; = ] 
= -{h{x) + h{a+)) 
using order statistics. But this could have been obtained rather easily 
without using order statistics simply by noting that 
s-\ 
J^h{X,.^)\X,,n=x = E 
s-l 
XM^r5- l ) l^ , : . s - l^ -V 
. ' • = 1 
= {s-l)E[h{X)\X<x] 
= {s-\)E[h{Xy^)\X2;„^y] 
and therefore the result given by Beg and Balasubramaniam (1990) can 
be obtained by putting /=1 and s = 2 in Remark!.4. 
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